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Slide Rock Company Ask For Charles W- Cobb of California Rainstorm and
Shifting of Wind Disposition Is to Force AmendMineral Survey In Socorro
Named Assistant Attorney
Saved City From Entire
ments Upon People of.
General- .
County.
Destruction.'
New Mexico
j
The department of education is receiving reports of the eighth grade ex
amination and the papers will be read
by readers appointed by the department Superintendent J. E. Clark of
the department of education went
south Saturday on business for jtba
department.
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Treasury,

(By Special Leased Wire to New

Mexican)
Territorial iTreasurer M. A. Otero
Los Angeles, Calif., May 1. Alreceived
the
has
following sums for
Important legal developments
the treasury : Eugenio Romero, treas though
were
soon in the cases of
urer of Sanf Miguel county, $560.86; John expected
J. McNamara, secretary of the
C. H. Chenjault, as treasurer of Quay
International Association of , Bridge
Romero, and Structural Iron
county,
,733.88; Cleofes
Workers and his
warden ,Sf the penitentiary, convicts'
brother, Jafties B.
earnings, $333. and Game and Fish with dynamiting McNamara;no charged
further
outrages,
'..;
wySeh Gable $5.
plans of either the prosecution or the
Mineral Survey.
defense were definitely announced to',A mineral survey was recorded in
day and both sides seemed waiting
Xfr wott
Vo nffiia
fha onmravnn
No. 1436 and was by the Slide Rock for their attorneys before taking any
formal legal step. No date was fixed
Company, with 10 locations compris
for the arraignment of the
ing 205.029 acres. The application positively
for the survey was made for the Calu men, nor was it known to which
met New 'Mexico Mining company by judge of the superior court their
William H. Herrick and James G. cases woull be allotted. District AtFitch is the attorney named. It is torney. Fredericks Is not expected to
located in T. 3 S., R. 3 and 4 W., and ask for the arraignments before the
arrival, about the middle of the presis in Socorro county...
ent week, of his assistant, W. Joseph
Shortage Wa $15,900.
.
The Logan Leader says that the Ford, from Indianapolis.
t
The defense is awaiting the arrival
shortage found by Traveling Auditor
Charles V. Safford in the accounts of here of Clarence Darrow of Chicago,
ICY
taeacV
An
.huiw. i sis
-- i.former
urer or ijuay county, was $15,900 and drew J. Gallagher and B. B; Rosenuiiti iius saoriage. nas oeen maue thal, labor leaders of San Francisco,
good by relatives. It also says; "FoV- have come here to confer, with the
mer Treasurer Chenault kept his union men of Los Angeles regarding
books in a very loose
manner." the charges against the McNamara.
There were 27 candidates for his job,
' after he resigned, but L. G. Pierson of ANACONDA COMPANY
AGREES TO COMPROMISE.
Tucumcari, who was not a candidate
tor the place, was chosen.
Defendant Will Equip Its Smelters
With Apparatus to Prevent
Articles of incorporation were 'filed
Emission of Gases.
in the office of the territorial secre
tary by the United States Copper Com
pany which will do a general mining (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, May 1. The governbusiness with Hanover, Grant county.
as the place of business and F. C Bell ment SUlt against the Anaconda Hon.
as its statutory agent In New Mexico. per Mining Company has been comThe company is Incorporated at $500,- - promised by an agreement between
f
000, the shares being worth $1 each, tne company and the dennrtmant
The stockholders who aire named di Justice. The company agrees that its
rectors are: J. W. Alplnfe, 10,000; N. A. smelters at Butte. Amunndn and
Karsten, 1,000; John A Dietrich, 5; all Falls will be equipped to prevent the
of Milwaukee; F. CBell of Hanover, emission of gases which the govern10,000 shares. It Is incorporated for ment claims have done great damage
to the national forests.
50 years.
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(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Bangor, Me., May 1. Homeless,
hungry and exhausted by the long
fight against the flames, which last
night destroyed practically a third of
the city of Bangor, thousands of peo
ple today faced the problem of pro
viding' themselves with food, shelter
and clothing, while the city and state

authorities began their consideration
of plans for the rebuilding of the city.
Although the rain brought discom
fort to the homeless, it was the means
of bringing under control the great
conflagration. At a time when the
battle against the flames seemed hope
less, a providential shift of wind and
a downpour of rain drove the fire
back over the burned district and
drowned out the flames which had just
started in the unburned property.
Loss of Six Million.
Some of the finest homesin the resi
dential part of Bangor, all of the
public buildings with theexception of
the city hall and the greater part of
the retail section were destroyed. At
least $6,000,000 worth of property was
destroyed. The loss of life so far as
known was confined to two persons
and only half a dozen injured had
been admitted to the hospital.
Thousands Homeless,
Every; householder in Bangor whose
home escaped destruction opened his
doors last night to the less fortunate
but in spite of this, thousands were
forced to spend the night in the
streets.
i
;'
i Many of these suffered greatly from
cold and exposure.
More serious,
however, than the problem of snelter-in- g
the homeless was the matter of
feeding them on account of the' de
struction of food supplies in the resi
dence district. Every morning train
brought food to the city but it was
some little time before the authorities
could arrange for its distribution.
Forty City Blocks Burned.
Bangor, Me., May
fiMtert)
eu near the corner of Broad and
Union streets, in the vicinity of the
at five o'clock yesterday
l,
atfernoon. The burned area Includes
about 40 city blocks.
.
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Detectives Ran Out of Money So
Eager Were Politicians 'to
,
Grab It.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Columbus, Ohio, May 1. Members
DEFEATEDof the legislature flocked into the cityi
early today because of the charges
made by 'detectives who have been
here for weeks, secretly investigating
legislative bribery, that they have un
earthed the worst scandal in the history of the Ohio general assembly.
Bloody Fighting Takes Place Three detectives, F. S.' Harrison of
New York, and A. C. Bailey and David
Pitiquita and
Berry of Chicago, were arraigned1 in
Caborca
police court for alleged bribery of
Representative George B. Nye, and
heM to the grand jury. The arrested
FECECIS
men were .employed by the Manufacturers' Association and admit they of,
fered and paid bribes to gain evidence
Occupy Towns Wkale Insur. against assemblymen!
t; '
r "We have stenographic copies of evreetse Leave Tweatjr Dead
ery word, that passed between RepreandWomded.
sentative Nye and the othej men in
volved in this matter,'' said Detective
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)' Harrison
today.;, "Twenty jnembfers of
Aria.. Mr 1
tuougias.
the legislature are Involved in this
from the towns of nuquito and
scaadal. : it I bad' been here ft week
the stat of (Bonora, Mexico, longer I would have run out of monwu m oesperata. nghunx then yes- - ey, they were so eager for ft; It will
teraay, and the day . hmtm h.f- -.
take us a week to tell all we have
the Mexican federal troop and the found out,"
' i
inaurrectos, three nnndrad
There will be no legislative lnve;
side. The. federals uxut
tigaUoa of the bribery charges,. jMV
A V ttmA itt the Vldritr Of Rnmerovllla gun and defeated tSa rebels in both least for the
ereeent. The laveaUga-Uo- n
hare
I
Wednesday and returned citites after the hottest kind of
1rtJ be made by the Franklin
i
y, making four days on the ing. Tne governasnt troc;
eeunty grand Jury. The reason is
tie trip ww sjot only in-- occupied' both towns, whic C 'nsJiy
i
r'" : stated to be that this method win pre- ae very njoyabls." - had previousljr
the latter r- - -- it.
of the . legislature
inc leaving twenty dMd tsd x "rjr
escaping
r-Ooatfaicj)
wouuaea.
;
l- .rJItr hath, : V
;
-
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Conservation Policy Sustain Metropolis Is Not a Paradise
! ed by U. S. Supreme
For the Ambitious
Court
Young Man
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(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Paris, May 1. Vice President Cor
ral who is in Europe on sick leave, ar
House
wrestling with a report on the state- rived at Santander. SDain. last Wed
hood house Joint resolution. Whether nesday. He came here today and af
they will recognize the 18,000 majori- ter remaining several days in the capty or act on the "Siren Song of Poli- ital will go to Berlin, where he will
tics" being poured into their ears day consult specialists regarding his
and night by persons here, will appear health.
Senor Corral, as soon as he reached
when the report is presented to the
full house committee. There are here, took occasion to repudiate the
strong indications that several amend remarks accredited to him, saying:
ments, including prohibition will ba "I have never given an interview at
forced through, seriously delaying and Santander or elsewhere, criticisine
possibly defeating statehood entirely, the Americans as having fomented the
as the result of the fight against the rebellion in Mexico. The alleged ininvention, unwor
constitution. Losing statehood, the terview was a pure
'
people can place the blame in their thy of notice."
The vice president said he under
indignation, but that will be poor sat
isfaction. Delegate Andrews consult stood General Bernardo Reyes was goed with President Taft today on New ing to Mexico but as their paths had
Mexico matters. The future will dis not crossed he had not met the gen
close whether the men now here will eral. Asked whether he intended to
fight Judge McFie, nominated by the resign the vice presidency, Corral replies that.he had no intention of so
President today, for
doing but could not, of course, speak
Direct Election of Senators.
Washington, D. C, ; Max 1. The tor tne future. He had come to Eur
ope to receive medical treatment on
Senate committee on judiciary by
vote of 7 to 5 today agreed to report a leave of absence granted him by
to the House a resolution for the direct congress.
As to the rumor that he might be
election of U. S. Senators.
'
succeeded
in the vice nresldencv
The Week's Program.
are by Reyes, he said tbat he could not
In the House the Democrats
keeping up the rapid legislative pace understand how this could be when
and most of the coming week will be he had been elected for a term of six
devoted to the farmers' free list bill. wars and Still had some years to
Chairman Underwood demonstrated serve. The vice president, he said,
his desire to hasten action and also was elected by the people, the office
to give all members a chance to be not being an ttonointive one. "Seven
beard, b insisting upon 11 o'clock as months ago," said Corral, "I retired
the hour to convene instead of noon. temporarily from active political servIt is probable that debate will close ices on account of my health. I have
refrained, therefore, from
Thursday or Friday. That it will carefully
all comments or action which might
pass there is no doubt, the Democratic Bupport being almost solid, rein- embarrass my government. Mr only
forced by the votes of a progressive knowledge of the general situation is
from what I read in the newspapers.
body.
Tbe vice president appeared fatieued
Many members are smiling at the but does not
seem like a man sufferforgetfulness of Representative
from a serious ailment. The lancth
of Pennsylvania, who on Satur- ing
of his stay abroad was .quite problem
day attempted to block the effort of
atical, he said. He thought it likely
tty Democratic leaW-io- , tka a re That
hd would later visit Carlsbad or
cess until Monday to dodge the comVichy."
l,
mittee discharge calendar. Mr.
Corral Repudiates Interview.
who headed the rules committee
Paris, May 1. Vice President Cor
of the last congress,
bad forgotten ral or Mexico
here today and
tbat the Democratic House had chang- in a statement arrived
to
made
the Associated
ed the rule resulting to motions to
Press, denied that he had ever
dicharge committees and made the an interview at Santander or given
elsepoint of order to Mr. Underwood's mo- where in which he criticised the
tion to recess that a motion to dis- Americans in
the
having fomented
charge jthe pension committee from revolution in Mexico.
consideration of a bill was on the calD.

Washington,

The
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HYDE'S SECOND
TRIAL IS POSTPONED.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Kansas City, May 1. The second
trial of Dr. B. C. Hyde, charged with
the murder of Colonel Thomas H.
Swope, was today postponed
until
May 15, on account of the illness of
County Prosecutor Virgil Conkllng.
B. C.

BRIBERY

:

urged to enter this examination. Ap- plication blanks and further informa
tion may be secured by applying to
the Secretary of the Twelfth Civil
Service District, San Francisco, Call- fornia, or to the Local Civil Service
;'Secratary, C. J. Parsons, In this city.
'
Yv Jaternal
,n'tr HO000.
Revenue Collector H." P.
prdsbar was notified by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue today that
he must report to the United States
district attorney immediately the corporations in New Mexico, and Arizona
;, which have failed to flletheir annual
report of net income as prescribed by
'
Isw, the filing to be made by March
1, unless an extension was granted to
- April l. The maximum penalty is
$10,000, and where corporations have
through ignorance of the law neglected to make the report, they may offer
'
to pay a compromise penalty to. avoid
prosecution, but 50 per cent will ,be
7 added to the tax assessed against
.
them.i
Pleased With Trip.
Land Commissioner R. P. Ervlen,
''Territorial Engineer C. D. Miller and
County Commissioner I. Sparks are
back from a four days trip to Raton
and La Vegas in the Interests of
8aid Mr. Ervien this
. good. mads.
v morning: "We found a very
passable
road from here to Raton and from Las
to
Raton.
We shall, have work
Vtsa
tf.ona between Fulton ana Las Vegas
f I repair MarthuUrs hUl and also

Special to The Ne

Extends Over Entire North-weSince Before Daylight
.
This Morning.
endar.
Mr. Underwood called Mr. Dalzell's
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) attention to the new Democratic rules
La Crosse, Wis., May
has which contained an amendment that
been falling over the northwest since nc motion to discharge1 a committee
before daylight this morning. Six was in order an Mondays after the
Inches have' fallen here and it is still call of the unanimous consent calensnowing.
dar unless it had been filed at least
seven days previously. .
The Democratic leaders are anxious
to hasten the free list bill so that the
ways and means committee may be

Civil Sevfce Examination.
The United States Civil Service DENVER COUNTY AND CITY
CONSOLIDATION LEGAL.
Commission announces an examina
on
tio
JKay 25, 1911, to be held
at various places throughout the So Declares Colorado Supreme Court Illinois Corruption is Overana rnersby Saves Taxpayers
Unite! States for filling positions of
shadowed by Exposures
?
; Thousands of Dollars.
draftfuan and copyist at' salaries
in Ohio io
jwr milium.
Leased
p"
Wire
to
New
Mexican)
ivumu ssion nas iaa dimcuity in se- Denver, Colo.. Mav
urjgg a sufficient number of eligible dation
of
the
INVOLVED
SILOIIS
,
city and county of Den- TWENTY
the past and qualified persons are
ver

"""i

KEEP

r.

Special to The New Mexican.
Washington, D. C, May 1. Among
the, nominations sent to the Senate
today )y President Taft were: Assistant Attorney General of the Interior
Department, Charles V. Cobb of California; Associate Justice Supreme
CcHtrC of New Mexico, John R. McFle.
This is Judge McFie's sixth
to the bench and comes after, a bitter fight made on him because he is an advocate of prohibition
and for other political reasons. His
reappointment is a triumph for good
government and will be well received
.

S

Vice-Presiden-

'

Adjutant General A. S. Brookes hps
gone south on business. Captain Murray lately detailed Instructor of the
National Guard' in the Pecife Valley is
still in the city and was hard at work
on national guard matters at the' of
fice of the adjutant general thla morn throughout the first judicial district
'
"
V
over which he has presided ably for
.
ing.
Collier at Work, f
many years.
Mounted Policeman J. W. Collier
has notified the office of the mounted NO MOVE IN LOS ANGELES
police here that he is stiH at work on
DYNAMITE CASES.
the Gardner shooting case in Taiban,
Roosevelt county. Gardner is a real Both Sides
Adopt Waiting Policy and
estate man and there 'seems a chance
Arraignment will Not Take
of his recovery If blood poisoning does
'
Place for Days.
,
not set in.
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Has No Intention of Resigning National Forests Need Not Be Bayard Cutting Active in Socio
"
of Mexico
Fenced According to This
logical Work, Discusses
for Present.
Problem.
Opinion.

-

-
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free to devote its time to the revisthe textile schedules. While
this work is progressing it is probable the House will act upon the report of the territories committee on
statehood for Arizona and New Mex-

STENCH

or

ico.

';

;";

The New Mexico constitution has
been vigorously assailed by a little
band of Democrats from that territory, it is doubtful if the committee
will recommend any change
that
would necessitate the reference
or
the constitution to the people of the
state. : Both constitutions ' probably
will be recommended for ratification.
Ai other Attack. on Personal Liberty.
Washington, May
by
the increasing .number of deaths
throughout the country resulting from
the use of headache powders, Dr. Har
vey W. Wiley, chief chemist of the department of agriculture, has inaug
urated a crusade against this class of
365
poisons. An investigation of
drugs marketed as headacne cures has
been in progress for some time, and
Dr. Wiley announces that he will institute prosecutions of ail manufacturers whose products nave been
found to contain harmful ingredients.

DDIS

Outlaws Are Pillaging Canton
and Victims Lie Un-,- buried

'
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Young man, armed as you are
with brain, brawn and nerve. New
York City, to which so many of the
millions of youths of this land look
longingly as the fairy godmother
who shall one day send them a fortune is no place for you!
state fencing lavs, the supreme court .That is practically the advice of
of the United States today settled two Bayard Cutting, son of Robert Fulton
burning western issues.
The Story of the Case.
tnropist, and prominent in American
AVashington, May 1. The consti- politics.
tutionality of the vast forest reservaSeated in the home of his
tions of the west and the validity of Bronson M. Cutting on Buena cousin,
Vista
the modern conservation policy, were Loma, the New Yorker, who has been
raised early in this case in the circuit the associate of the
very rich and
court of the United States for the the
very poor, talked Interestingly,
District of Colorado.
yesterday of the metropolis and the
The United States government had great struggle that is going on there
brought suit to enjoin Fred Light, a daily, hourly by the thousands and
prominent Colorado cattle man, from tens of thousands of those in the batcausing or permitting his cattle to tle for the necessities of life.
trespass upon the Holy Cross forest
A member of one of the most noted
reserve in Colorado. A stubborn con- New York families, Mr.
like
test arise and among the other de- his father, has become Cutting,
in
fenses put forth by Light, was the one sociological work. He prominent
is a member
that the formation of the Holy Cross of the Association fov the
Improvereserve, without tbe consent of the ment of the Condition of the
Pdbr; he
;tt ate of Oolosadd,
was- unconstituhas done active work to help the poor
tional.
As the other vast reserves of his
city; he Is no dreamer; he is
in the west had been formed by a simkeenly alive to the urgent needs of
ilar process of federal action in with- those
less favored with this world's
drawing public, land from entry, the goods, i argument applied by analogy to them.
only a little past thirty years of
Tne injunction was granted, and an
tal1 and wel1 built; with a strik- ofia8:
to
court
taken
the
appeal
supreme
ing and attractive face, Bayard Cut
the United States.
ting impresses you the moment you
Throughout the contest, the federal meet
him as a man who takes life
government claimed that when Light more
turned his cattle onto his ranch, ad- son Berlously than the average per- you have read about in New York
joining the forest reserve, they followed well defined cattle trails, in or- high society.
"There are a great many poor,
der to get grass and water, directly
to the reserve where there existed wretchedly poor people in New York,
superior grass and water supply. Such but are they not longing Tor tbe free
a practice, the 'government contended, and roomy West?
Have they been
was tantamount in law to Light driv-ir- g told about it?" was asked. 4.
"I do not think that mairy of them
the cattle onto the reserve. - The defense met the government are anxious to leave the gay metropowith several arguments. In the first lis, even though they have to sleep
place, it was pointed out that the re- in the streets on hot nights to get
serve had not !been
by the Untatbhig room.
They bave become ''
government, and a Colorado law pro- attached to the life of the great,''
vided that no person should recover throbbing city," he replied.
damages for trespass unless the land
To a Westerner, who feels like a
in question was fenced.
Therefore
d
when he goes to a
city,
Light pointed to this law as barring this assertion may seem big
stransr
the government from relief. The govWhat does it mean? Why,
ernment retorted that the fence "law enough.
simply this: With all the gasping
to
and
not
to
applied only
individuals,
the poor in New York are
tbe state of Colorado or to the United poverty,
dazzled by the brighi lights, the
States. If it was meant to apply to
thn United States, it was argued by whirl and gayety, which belongs to a
the government tbat the law was un metropolis of, four million souls. To
constitutional. One of the sharp is- them the wild ringing of the fire gong,
sues of the case was centered on this the roar of the factories, the noise of
the elevated cars, the rattle of count;
point.
So widespread was the interest in less wagons on the streets, the whir
the case and so vital the questions of motor cars and the rush and tear,
involved that the state of Colorado it the bustle and rustle, the veritable
self, threw itself into the contest. At tug of war of pedestrians In the
a part of their daily life
torney General Barnett was authoris streets,
ed to assist Light in fighting the fed and they do not wish to be divorced
from it any more than I he Santa
eral government. He did so. .'i;
iThe attorney general emphasized Fean would give up his vision of a
the argument before the ' supreme great big sun in the morning, or
court that no provision of the consti
Mount Baldy to smile on
tution empowered the federal govern- him as he returns from his work.
ment to "conserve the ' national re k'You have four million In New
sources," by providing for a continu- York today, will you have the ten
ing timber supply, regulating the flow million Ignacius Donnelly predicted, '
of streams and preserving power was asked.
sites from being monopolized. He
Mr. Cutting paused a minute and
urged that the withdrawal of such then replied: ."It is a problem how
h
large tracts of land, said to be
New York will take in many more
of the entire area of Colorado, millions and be
able to provide sufwas the denial of equality with the
ficiently, rapid transportation to carcider states which had been allowed ry them all to and
fro.
New York,
to exercise dominion over all the ter- iir a
way, is hampered ! by rivers .
ritory within their boundaries.
which have to be crossed and which
No Decision Standard Oil Case.
have heretofore made a five cent car
Washington, D. C.'May 1. The TT.j faro fori the working man
impossible.
S. supreme court did not announce a
f
decision today in either the Stand- Transportation s .a serious matter
when millions of people have to be
ard Oil or the Tobacco suits arising
considered
and the distances that '
anti-truunder the Sherman
act.
are necessitated by the ; spreading
out of so many homes."
.Asked if the work for the betterment of the poor meets with the ap-f.lAY DAY
proval of the poor themselves, the '
young socological worker nodded as-
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Chinaman Educated in Japan
It Leader of Insurrection
Against Manchus.

;
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sent: "When the poor; realise that
those who wish to help them have ,
something they, : really need; when
they see that the workers are 'profes- - '
slonal' in the sense that have been '
trained to study the needs of the poor '
and strive to lighten their burdens,
they seldom look askance at this solicitude. , Even the matter of food tbat
'',
will sustain a family has been studied
and there are women who lecture to
scores of families each day instruct- - ' .
ing them in the diet problem, which, , '
Demand Increase of Wages From once understood by the poor nan
will enable him to provide the necess
Three and a Halfto Four
ties of life aa economically as dob- Dollars.

Vi

STRIKE

v

fanatical disregard for ' their llvss
.
Tuberculosis.
(By Special Leaaed'Wlre to New Mexican) against the troops. Bodies of the
Paris, May l.' LTntransigeant dead He in the streets of Canton and
claims that King Alfonso Is gravely the stench from decomposing bodies
ill with tuberculosis and that at a fills jthe air.
recent consultation of his physicians
it was decided that urgent measures WILL MAKE MI8SOURI
of treatment were necessary and also
PACIFIC A MODEL. (By Special Leased Wire, to New Mexican)
that tbe Spanish monarch should pass
Los Angeles, Calif., May 1. The
the coming winter at Learn Switser-land- , New President Benjamin F. Bush, first of the scheduled strikes
of
where the climate is better adapt ; ' Talks to Reporters In Taking
Union Labor men In this city was beed to his condition.
.
Up His Duties.
gun today, when a general walk out
COLORADO DEMOCRATIC HOU8E
' BELIEVES IN
Leased
of
all the union carpenters was orderWire
to
New
Special
(By
Mexican)
PASSES.
St. Louis, Mo., May 1. Benjamin ed to enforce a demand for a daily
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Denver, Colo. May 1. There was r. Bush, newly elected president of wage of $4, Instead of the present pay
no election on today's senate ballot tbe Missouri Pacific railroad arrived of $3.50. About 500 carpenters quit
here today and took up-- his duties. "I work. The union leaden deny that
Politicians Want Pass.
- Denver. May l.-house today intend to make tbe Missouri Pacific there la any intention to call a gener
by a vote of 34 to 27 killed the anti- - a model and stand for other roads," al strike In Los Angeles at the pres
.
,
Mr. Bush said. ,
pass MIL
ent time.
i . ... , -

:

.

.

The

1

"

0-- '

V;

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Hong Kong, May 1. The insurrection in Canton is spreading rapidly
throughout the countryside. The rebels have taken three important towns
in the West River district all of which
DAY
they looted.
Jurder and pillage is
reported from all parts of tbe district.
Wu Sum, a Chinese educated in Japan
and who has adopted the dress of west General Walk Out of Carp
ern countries is the leader of the re
enters Ordered at. Los
volt against the Manchu dynasty. The
KING ALFONSO 8HOULD
Chief
head
of
Luk is at the
COME TO SANTA FE. brigand
Angeles, California
a horde of outlaws whose object is
Heredity Claims Him 'as 4ts Victim robbery and murder. These combined
forces have thrown themselves with ONLY RUE
HUNDRED
nd He Is Gravely III With
QUIT

r.

t

jail-bir-

snow-cappe-

ion of

DEAD

(By .Special Leased Wiro to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, May 1. 'By holding tbat the federal government, without the consent of the state affected,
may set aside vast area3 of public
lands as a forest reserve and that
such reserve is not subject to tbe

5

:(

vi

,

sible.rt

.

"Why Is it that factory girls In
New York are frightfully
underpaid,"

'

'

'

Mi
A
;

'

said the interviewer, ."Granting that' ' ' '.'
this condition exists." he replied, "it'--.- "'
;
may be explained to a certain extent
V
by the fact that many girls are praoti- "
cally supported by their fatniliea tat" ' "'
work out to get extra money to diets
well.
Such girls can, , of 'eonrri
;;' ';
work at less than a 'living wage s 1 M
'"
this may prove a .great
the girl who has no suca
t
v
view, hut Is forced to toil to t;- -

k'

mtt

'ConUnuei

ZhttM-'-

V
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MAY.
May time is play time,

appear before the grand jury.

tt

n

Established

HONEY-T- AR
FOR ALL COUGHS AMD COLDS

o

o

Streamlets dancing by,
Emerald glades and orchard shades
And mountains green and high
Waves leap, and caves keep
Shells they toss in play.
Heart o' mine, what treasure thine?
When it's May May May!

DENVER BREAD

"The Best I Know In Every Loaf"
TRY IT

is the
Casimiro .Barela.
son-in-la-

of

State

Senator

Mr. Otto Paul, Milwaukee,
Wis.,
says Foley's Honey and Tar is still
more than, the best. He writes us,
"All those that bought it think it .is
the best for coughs and colds they
ever had and I think it is still more
than the best. Our baby had a bad
cold and it cured him in one day.
Please accept thanks." Sold by all
druggists.

Bequest to Library Dr. David H.
May time is play time,
Galloway of Roswell, has consented to
'Tis the gift of Spring;
bequeath in his will, the unique liHere's a smile, that's worth the while, brary of five hundred bound volumes
Here'3 a song to sing.
and 1,000 pamphlets on technical
sciences and all indexed by the Dewey
Flout not, doubt not,
decimal system, to his alma mater,
Griefs have gone to stay,
the University of Illinois.
Heart o' mine, new garlands twine,
When it's May May May!
ONE MAN SHOT;
Lelia Mitchell in the Columbian.
Stole $13 and Two Guns Uudolfo
ONE "HALF SHOT.''
Clark and Florencio Ybarra of Silver
City are charged with discharging a Lots of Excitement Last Night on ColSouthern Comer Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
gun at Estevan Bicerra and then flee
lege Avenue and Firing Alarmed
AROUND THE STATE
Residents.
ing toward Mogollon, on the way robbing the house at the S. O. Baker
Eugenio Callahan was shot through
TICKETS WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES.
REGISTER
WE GIVE
coat ranch secnrine SIS in cash, a the shoulder last night by Constable
Dewey Day Today is the anniver- - rovolver and a
Eleuterio Ortega of precinct No. 3.
sary of the battle of Manila in which
The report of the firing alarmed many
earned immortal
Admiral Dewey
Good Crops in Taos Word
has of the residents of College avenue and
fame.
been received here that the crops in they rushed out into the street to dis-- ;
the Taos valley are unusually good cover the cause of the disturbance,
Twenty Days for Drunkenness
this year and unless an early frost while othere were just returning home
Juan Martinez, of Las Vegas, was comes and kills all the fruit, Taos from the moving picture show and
given twenty days in jail for being will be able to boast of some of the made a hasty entrance into their
drunk.
finest fruit in the West. The alfalfa homes.
in that section is so large now that) Jt appears that Constable Ortega
at Hillsboro District the farmers will be able to give it its was trying to arrest Callahan on the
District
Court
CREAM PUFFS, BREAD, ETC court convened today at Hillsboro first cutting next month.
FRESH CAKES
charge of disorderly conduct and Cal- FRESH PIES
lahan resisting, the constable fired.
,
with Judge Frank W. Parker, presidof Mrs. W. H. New-- j Tte wound was dressed by a local
..
ing.
comb Bishop J. M. Kendrick of the,sur&eon a.nd lt is thought it will not
Killed Walter Protestant Episcopal diocese of New Prove serious.
Silver Citi
Boy
IMPORTED OLIVE OIL
The other episode also occurred on
Clayton, aSilver City boy, was killed Mexico, at Los Angeles, California, on!
avenue and resulted from the
while fighting with the rebels at
May 10, will officiate at the funeral Co!IeSe
on April 10.
over the late Mrs. W. H. New- - attempt of a drunken man to enter
services
"
comb of Silver City, whose remains! 0,6 home o Mounted Policeman
The man BOt ,nto the
GomezThe Simplest and Most Compact Gasoline Engine Ever.
10
be removed from a vault in
No.
Frank
Struck By
Schustsr,
Created Such a diS- and
there
PIaita
T.awn
FrnnniKSan
at
nrPRB
remptfrv
Constructed. Its small but extremely powerful, makes a tailor at Raton, was struck by Santa
that
the
mounted policeman
Fe train No. 10, as he was crossing co, to the family vault in Forest Lawn
of
a power pumping plant out of any windmill purcp.
the track at the depot, and seriously cemetery at Tropico near Los Angeles. was aroused. Then followed the
He is now in
arrest.
fender's
prompt
will
Newcomb
leave
Silver
City
Judge
injured.
jail.
on Wednesday, for Los Angeles.
ANY BOY
Ordered
Chinaman
Deported
.
a
CAN RUN
,1
I
n...ui.
j:
Chief Justice William H. Pope at Ros
at
THIS !
took
the
dmS
ceremony
place
well, ordered Wong Yuen deported to Gallegos, aged 14 years, son of Pro- - thedral this
morning when Urbano
ENGINE.
at th
Aihnm.pm,,
p,Biien
China for being wrongfully in the
Duran y Ortiz of Santa Fe, and Celes- United States.
High school, was struck with a ham
mer that was being thrown by one tina Lopez of Agua Fria were marWe guarantee the E?..-ried as were a,lso Frederick Eugene
Pump Engine with reasonable care
Two Brothers Arrested Ras Gam- of the pupils.
Gallegos was unconor bother as long as kept properly
Probst and Miss Agapita Romero,
to run without
an
scious
and
examinafor
four
hours
on
the
ble, was arrested near Roswell
both of Agua Fria. The ceremony
lubricated an! supplied with clean gasoline.
charge of criminal assault, and his tion showed a compression of the was
by the Very Rev. Anbrother, Frank Gamble, for imperson- brain and an effusion of blood. How- tonio performed
$70.00
vicar general.
Fourchegu,
holds
the
ever,
physician
officer.
an
attending
We can furnish any horse power engine required for your ating
out hope for his complete recovery.
HOW'S THIS?
work.
For sale by
School Superintendent Resigns J.
We offer One Hundred Dollars ReF.
as
Doderer
has
WatsuperinN.
The
of
Jack
M.
the
Curse
resigned
Dope
FRANK
can
GORMLEY, Santa Fe,
tendent of public schools at Deming son, cocaine fiend, is again in the ward for any case of Catarrh thatCure.
not
cured
Catarrh
Hall's
be
by
and will retire upon the graduation toils of the Albuquerque police. The
F J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
of the class of 1911.
Duke City had become tired of scoopWe, the undersigned, have known
imhim
in
every other day and,
ing
F.
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
Suit
Adjudicating Water Rights
posed a ten days' sentence in jail but
believe
perfectly honorable In all
court
has been brought in the district
it providing he would businesshim
suspended
transactions and financially
at AlamogorJo, Otero county, to ad- leave town.
Watson started Santa
able to carry out any obligations made
judicate the water rights to La Luz
walking the Santa Fe railand Fresnal canyons.
road track as far as Bernalillo where by his firm.
WALDING, KINNAN & MARVIN,
the mania for cocaine seized him and
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Taken to Insane
Asylum 'Chief he walked back to Albuquerque ana
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken interJustice W. H. Pope at Roswell, com- there traded a razor and a pair of
mitted Edward Ponder, who is suf scissors for the dope only to be raked nally, acting directly upon the blood
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
and mucous surfaces of the system.
fering from melancholia, to the terri- in and thrust into jail.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75c.
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package torial asylum for the insane at Las
Vegas.
Water in the Hondo People of the per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family PiUa for consti
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
Rio Hondo valley in Chaves county
pation.
over
of
flow
are
water
Maxwell
the
at
Arrested
rejoicing
Bootlegger
Charles Meyers has been arrested at in the Hondo, amounting to 12 second
on the feet, after the stream in that section
Ask
Maxwell, Colfax county,
charge of having skipped out of Okla- had been dry for several years.
Black
Phone
Phone Black
homa, although under $5,000 bond,
Warren to Visit Clovis Fred War
for bootlegging.
ren, the editor of the Appeal to Rea
Court at Taos District court con son, and Socialist leader, will spend
vened this morning at Taos with Judge some time at Clovis, Curry county, to
Ira A. Abbott on the bench. Both the visit his sister, Mrs. James Potts.
criminal and civil dockets are very
Odd Felows Organize The OddFel- heavy.
e '7.
olws of the lower Pecos Valley have
organized with Jesse Smith Lea of
Thirty Thousand Boxes of Peaches
F. G. . Tracy, expects to ship 30,000 Roswell as president; Mr. Woolworth
boxes of select peaches from his or of Carlsbad, secretary; Mr. Dramer,
chard at La Huerta, a suburb of treasurer, and Mr. Lafferty, all of
Carlsbad, Eddy county.
Carlsbad
Carlsbad,
Lumber and all kinds
Lump, nut and
was chosen as the place of the next
of building material
Sierra Free Press The first , num meeting.
mine run coal
who does your Cleaning and Pressing,
ber of the Sierra Free Press has been
and those who are best satisfied with
E.
at
Sierra
county.
Hillsboro,
printed
YARD ON KICKOX STREET, NEAR
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
D. Tittman, member of the constitu
their orders in that line will surely
Is guaranteed to cure
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
tional convention, and a progressive PAZOcaseOINTMENT
of Itching. Blind, Bleeding or Pro refer you to us. We have built up a
any
Democrat, is the editor and publisher. trudlng Plies in 6 to 14 days or money res
work
funded, soe.
reputation for doing
Phone Red 100
Phone Red 100
moderate
a
time
a
and
at
short
in
very
is
for
Water
It
Spring
Gallup
plan
ned to pipe the water from the Milk
We Have Built Up
charge. We are pleased to receive
Ranch spring on the Fort Wingate
family trade, and assure you beforemilitary reservation twelve miles to
hand of complete satisfaction.
Gallup. It flows 90,000 gallons a day
101 Washington Ave
and is 500 feet higher than the Carbon
City.

IT

1856.

Incorporated I90J ft

-

Louis Napoleon

THE NEWEST MATERIALS FOR DECORATING
YOUR HOME ...

j

Groceries and Delacatessen

j

Vienna Silkoline
Dundee Burlap
Geneva Cloth''
Corona Cloth
Dimity Cloth
Carpets
Rugs
FOR

'

j

1

Puritan Art Draperies

GO

GROCERY

I

SMI

For bronchitis, hoarseness and
tickling in the throat. Especially
recommended for children and
Eusebio Chacon Lands Job Euse-bi- delicate persons. No opiates. A
Chacon, formerly of Las Vegas, medicine, not a narcotic. The
has been appointed district attorney Bee Hive on the carton is the
for Las Animas
county, Colorado, mark of the genuine. Refuse
with headquarters at Trinidad.
He substitutes.
--

May time is joy time,

MAY 1, 1911.

MONDAY,

FOLEY'S

Skies of tender blue;
Struck by Overhead Bridge Brake-maCheerful notes from feathered throats
John Bryant, on the Santa Fe,
All the woodland through.
struck his head against an overhead
Winds blow and stars glow,
bridge near Chapelle, south of Las
Blossoms nod and sway,
Vegas, and was thrown into an
ten eet deep. His injuries are
Heart o' mine, the world s (..vine,
AVhen it's May May May!
not fatal.

The Little Store

IT.

I
I

HALF A CENTURY

ft-'- -

Radium Cloth
Duplex Calais
English Taffeta
Denim

Curtains

THE LEADING

DRY

GOODS

HOUSE

IN

THE CITY

Pi

'

-

P. O. Box 219

ft '

Duplex Scrim

Phone No. 36

1

i

EVERY DAY

.

Ra-wi- ll

-

Cy-fa-

trance

A

I

I

ai

fob Madison, Wis.

Price

F.

WHOLESALE

&

RETAIL

d

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

'I

WE DO NOT CARRY JUST A "SPRINKLING"
OF GARDEN
TOOLS, BUT A GREAT BIG VARIETY OF SERVICEABLE, GOOD
QUALITY, HOES, RAKES, FORKS TOOLS OF ALL KINDS FOR
THE GARDEN.
THE BEST CARPENTERS C OME TO US FOR THEIR TOOLS,
BECAUSE THEY KNOW WE KEEP THE BEST.

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

,

Yourselves

LEO HERSCH

45

45

Eugenio Romero
LUMBER & COAL YARD

high-clas-

THOHAS P. DELGADO, Mgr.

RIDE IN THE M OON

30 H. P.

We repair and care for all makes
GASOLINE AND SUPPLIES.
SANTA FE GARAGE
Palace Ave.

look's Pharmacy
Phone 213

v

.,

Lump

.7

CERRILL08V

Steam Coal.

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

JfSR?Wi75SSS-

CAPITAL COALxYARD.
Telephone 85

85

Telephone

1

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

I
Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and Rind es; Also a number of the finest Fruit anV I
v"lL
Alfalfa Ranches in iheEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

PAD C A I C
rUlV dAlX

Modern Residences for Rent.

103

Palace Ave.

TAILOR.
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues

WOOD' YS HACK LINE

WINDS

-

Tjeaves Barranca on the
the north bound train and
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than
way. Good covered hack
teams.

BTy

Mip

arrival at
arrives at
any other
and food

dlcto
s""1

TUlaer

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Henes.

fed
Cab
iffeUYEH

AijrCif

c&L,Phone9 Mwts Tca'rtsfli to
CHA5. CL0S50N

--

cenn

a
:.

....

....

CHAPS

Chapped, red, rough, cracked and inflamed skin is usuallythe result
of exposure to the March winds. Such unpleasant conditions may
not be entirely preventable, but they can be made less annoying.
Perhaps we can help you, we have ZOOK'S BENZOIN WITCH HAZEL
and ALMOND CREAM for the use of all wintry skins, and to keep
yuur uHflipicAiuu pencil in an

LIVERY STABLE

Prom .

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

Charles W. Dudrow e adc

-

RATON
YANKEE!

s

Julius Muralter R M. JONES.

Arrested for "Breaking Seal Jesus
Gonzales and Natividad Martinez of
Abajo, Bernalillo county, were arrestWE HANDLE LUMBER
ed on the charge of breaking the
seal on a Santa Fe freight car. Jesus in large quantities and have every
was held in $500 bail and Natividad modern facility tor furnishing the
very beet rough or dressed
was discharged.
Lumber
Hebeas Corpus Denied Habeas cor- of every description. We are thus
enabled to make the very best prices
pus was denied by Judge Frank W.
Parker at Las Crucea on petition of for Lumber of such high grade.
to figure on your
Mrs. Sarah Talley, charged with pois- We will be pleased
contracts.
oning here husband, Benjamin Talley,
at Berino, Chamberlno
Dona
Ana
county. Her bond was fixed at ?3,-

MARCH

Wood

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Screened

J

Tried to Commit
Suicide While
Drunk Bert McCoy, employed as
cook, dishwasher and handy man at
Albuquerque restaurants, while intoxicated, attempted to cut his throat
with a meat saw.
He was taken to
jail.

$1,500

oal

Zook

Pharmacy
Phone 213

if

vi wwuici.
,

rJ.

.

Aiji

C

sL VJ (U.

k

.

I,,,'l,

1
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died he was supplanted by Quay. The I the legislature met to elect a United
KEEP AWAY FROM NEW YORK.
"I NEBW WRECK"
of Penrose dates from the States Senator Penrose received 19S
leadership
HEW
Pennsyl- Quay had to fight i of the 244 votes recorded.
death of Quay.
(Continued from rage one.
Nothing uncertain snout the work
in
was
with its
obtained
satisfied
vania
he
politics.
for
entirely
everything
'My daughter is rapidly becoming
Pills
of Doan's Kidney
in Santa Fe.
nervous wreck," said an anxious herself or perhaps relatives dependEach chapter In the story of his su- Senator, and had emphasized the fact
There is plenty ot positive proof ot
GOOD FRIEND premacy of the Republican organiza- at the polls.
father to a friend who happened to be ent on her."
this in the testimony of citizens. Snch
against his
tion records rebellion,
His Knowledge of the Tariff.
druggist, "she has no appetite, is , Mr. Cutting cited an example of a
evidence should convince
the most
hira
that
forces
The
opposed
weak, takes no interest poor woman whose case was
rule.
It was during the extra session of
skeptical doubter. Read the following
brought
in anything and we cannot find any to the attention of the
defeated but they never
Sixty-firs- t
were
.
the
statement:
Senator
that
Congress
Association.
of
Mantle
Matthew
Stanley
to
that
refused
helps her."
negotiate Penrose attained a position in the thing
They
She was sewing buttons on trousers
Mrs. Desederla J. de cjuintana, ColWhy don't you give her Vinol"
They kept him Senate where he couid be of largest
with him for peace.
at thirty cents the gross and the
Quay Fell Upon Worthy
lege St, Santa Fe, N. M-- . says: "Sevyears and usefulness to the people of Pennsyl- said the druggist "it is not a secret gross did not apply to buttons, but to
out of the Senate for
eral years ago I used Doan's Kidney
Shoulders
As passed by the House the nostrum, just a simple and delicious PAIRS OK THOI SKRS.
Pills and I was cured of a bad attack
they fought h.m until the day he vania.
od liver and iron tonic and the
died.
So you do not think that the me- of kidney complaint. At that time a
Payne bill contained tariff reductions
which tbe manufacturers insisted best strength creator and general all tropolis with its untold wealth and on-- '
statement appeared in the local pa- II. S. SENATOR BOIES PENROSE
Dealt the New Deal.
round tonic we have ever sold in our
pers, telling of my experience and I
In Pennsylvania, when Quay died, would have proved ruinous to the in- store. Take a bottle home and try it. portunities is after all a paradise or uy Muia
riuniiaui j
terests
of
labor
and
now take pleasure in confirming all
in
that
possibilities for the poor but able and j Vegetable CompOUMd
been
capital
had
who
were many ablemen
We'll return your money if it does
state.
that via thenj&tfd in favor of Doan's
was
asked
a boy.
not help her."
Republican Leader in Most in politics when Penrose was
"I think the advice given by certain
Kidney Pills. T had pains in my back
Baltimore, Md. "I send you here- These reduction ranged from 10
were entirely willing to assume
They
Within ten days the father came wen known New Yorkers
Powerful
to
Legislative
me
the picture of my fifteen year old
tvnh
stoop
for
to
that made it difficult for
the
50
and
nearcent
forced
had
included
Quay
death
they
per
the leadership
back for another bottle of Vinol, say
wiice, win
and there were othe. troubles which
uaugnier
Body of World
As a preliminary to ly every manufactured article of ing that he had never seen such a average young man to smother his
to relinguish.
was restored to
plainly showed that my kidneys were
a fight for, control these men declared which Pennsylvania is a very large change in a girl in his life, and he ambition to be one of the four million
health
by Lvdia E.
at fault. Soon after I began taking When the
While they were producer.
Senator Penrose knew felt sure one more bottle of Vinol was indeed wise," he replied. "There
I'inkliam's Vegetaa "new deal."
for
Congress
Doan's Kidney Pills, Improvement
ble Compound. Shu
what sort of tariff revision Pennsyl- would restore her to her normal con are successes in New York, but the
came to an end at noon on March 4 talking about it the new deal came
was noticeable and the contents of
was pale, with dark
percentage is exceedingly small when
His lead- vania was willing to accept, and as a dition."
of the Senate from the hand of Penrose.
the
last,
leadership
circles under her
two boxes restored my kidneys to
one considers the population."
Such cases as the above are con
ership was the logic of the situation. member of the finance committee he
passed from Nelson W.
eyes, weak and irritheir normal condition and removed nominally
The
Moral.
Peninsisted
the
man
elimination
of
the
Boies
ot
to
upon
was
the
PennsylHe
of Rhode Island,
strong
table. Two different
stantly coming to our attention, and
After
the pain from my back. I am glad to rose of
isn't that good advice?
As a matter vania politics.
doctors treated her
sweeping reductions adopted by the
e ask every
nervous, de- - What hasall, New
Pennsylvania.
York
to
to
say that during the time that has of fact Senator Aldrich had suroffer
and called it Green
the
ilitated, aged or weak person in this
When Quay died each of the C7 House.
since passed, my cure has been per- rendered his commission weeks beman of the South or West but
Sickness, but she
bill passed the Senate it iciuity, and every person suffering young
two ReWhen
the
had
of
counties
Pennsylvania
a
manent."
Brew worse all the
great struggle in competition with
from a chronic cough, cold, or bron- fore the session closed, and it was publican organizations, Quay and
duties
the
by
provided
pronounced
time. LydiaE-Pink- For sale by all dealers. Price 50
four
million
just
Would
competitors?
hial trouble, to try a bottle of Vinol
Senator Penrose who directed the unadeham's Vegetable Compound was recmanufacturers
At the head of the city gov- Pennsylvania
even
cents. Foster-Milbur- n
a
Co., Buffalo,
"bright young man" shine as ommended, and after taking three bot-- :
certain Republican organization in a ernment of Philadelphia ias John quate for the protection of the state's on the same terms as above. Capital a
New York, sole agents for the United
tiny, twiukley star in its milky tlesslu; has regained her health, thanks
conflict which com- Weaver, whom the
Pharmacy.
tumultuous
industries.
forces,
party
States.
to your medicine. I can recommend it
way?
manded the attenttion of the people. in the name of reform, controlled as
As a member of the conference
for all female troubles." Mrs. L. A.
Remember the name Doan's andj No
has
man
other
was
Pennsylvania
In
political committee, he successfully
Co rick ax, 1103 liutland Street, Balti- -'
Pittsburg
defended
mayor.
DENVER WHITE SLAVER
take no other. '
sent to the United States Senate has chaos, wrought by ripper legislation the increased rates.
more, Md,
AND MINING
For his work
GIVEN TEN YEARS
ot
attained the position
prominence enacted at the direction of Quay as in connection with the enactment of
Hundreds of such letters from moth- FROM
TO AND
ROSWELL.
in that body now held by Boies Pen- a blow to Chris Magee, whom Quay the
PenSenator
law,
Denver,
was
Colo.,
May
Connections made with Automobile rose.
The story of Senator Pen- had never beaten in Allegheny coun- rose was
warmly commended by the
cars of ore recehed to the effect that Federal
Lotrdsburg Thirty-fiv)lilS accomplished for them have
line at Vaughn lor Roswell, dally. rose's start in life presents nothing ty.
The
Republicans eople and the press of Pennsylvania. were shipied from Lordsburg, Grant Judge Munger of Omaha had sen- - )()UI1(l
Wn received bv the Lvdia E. Pinkham
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Ros- to suggest the simple annals of the squared for the fight against Penrose.
tenced Frank Smith, formerly of Den-- . Medicine Company. Lynn, Mass.
county, to the smelters last week .
Delights in Outdoor Sports.
well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Ros- poor. He is a member of a wealthy It came two years after the passing
Steins A fine body of high grade yer, to ten years at hard labor in the; Yunfr
Senator Penrose's diversions are
well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves and aristocratic Philadelphia
Girls, Heed This Advice.
family. of Quay, when a state ticket was to
re has been uncovered on the Na- - Leavenwor h penitentiary on account;
horseback riding, yachting, hunting,
The On both sides he comes from pure be nominated.
Roswell for Vitughn at 6 p. m.
who are troubled with painful
0irls
of
ional
white
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in an election at which at least three- - js iiVjng jn the smug
ter invite the fellow to bring his trunk first Doctor How are you getting
fourths of the electors voting in the that this hideous thing will never that New Mexico can do for Senator and make his home here."
along?
s
of dare to reach out its hand into that Penrose and the Pennsylvania delega
Second Doctor All right I've got
whole state, and at least
'Oh, you dear papa!" cried the girl,
can
but
it
let them know that it with innocent joy. "May I? Oh, won't two patients.
those voting in each county of the home.
If only the physicians, the tion,
state, shall vote for such amendment. authorities, and newspapers dared is grateful for services rendered for that be- lovely! , It was just what hej First Doctor Are they wealthy?
no other motive than that of unselfish wanted, but he was too bashful to i Second Doctor They were.
"Mr. BoDher. Suppose you have 26 to utter the full truth.
friendship.
ask you. . Oh, but won't he be just too
counties in the territory of New Mexiinadis
law
the
Unfortunately,
co. Suppose the people of 25 of those equate, custom is so
delighted when I tell him this eve
Plenty of Dessert
HEREDITY.
ning." Lippincot't's.
counties should vote unanimously to silence has been deemed so imperaRe kissed her twenty
It was a startling assertion mad
amend this elective franchise; then if tive, bare mention of the vice is ta
Times, at least,
And said, "Here's what
one county, the remaining county, vot- booed, even though it is rotting the by the lecturer on Eugenics at the
The
I call a feast."
'Trimmings.
all very foundation of family existence Public Library Assembly hali on Sat
ed one vote less than
"Brother Hardesty, how much are
abbe
will
when
those
he declared that vnn trrAnv in
the balance of
people
and sapping the strength of the na urday evening
fnr th r fiunnort of
The
View.
tion. But the evil can be uprooted. an individual owes 90 per cent of his the ifosnel this year?"
traits to heredity and only ten per
Teacner our investigations along
"Mr. Fergusson: '" Yes," sir.
It may take time, it demands
"Why, Brother Askum, if I ain't
lut there helDln' to support it when I give $161 sociological lines have brought us Into
"Mr. Booher. Do you call that a Re- eration of those who still believe in cent to his environment,
must not be forgotten the bearing of to the
virtue and in decency.
publican form of government?
organ fund, $6 to the chandelier contact with the statement that fewer
Albuquerque has its Purity League, training and adaption with which her fund. 15 to the carpet fund, donate women marry than In earlier times.
"Mr. Booher. Now, this provision Santa Fe should have such an organ editary traits may be checked or even two tons of coal, chip In for tne jan- - wnai nave you to say regarding tms
absolutely takes away from the people ization, and belonging to it should be overcome. When a person knows iter fund, and furnish most of the tact Miss Jones?
Miss jonea Why, it's true In my
of the territory of New Mexico the fearless, energetic workers who are that tuberculosis existed in his fath groceries when we have a church sup
, own case.
right to govern themselves, so far as unafraid of "big" business that for er's family and also in his mother's per, of course I'll put down somethln
service on juries and the elective some perverted reason protects vice family and that therefore he or his How much do you want?"
are doomed to th-- heritage
franchise is concerned, does it not?
although it really saps business, and children
A Coincidence.
which says: "Sh, keep quiet, you are of the tubercular tendency, he is suf
"Mr. Fergusson. Yes, sir.
Is
A
"There
Petition.
Successful
nothing In a name."
The New Mexi- ficiently warned to make it his bus
"Mr. Booher. Absolutely takes it hurting business!"
"Of coume not
was a substitute chaplain on
There
iness
to
take
his
a
residence
in
cli
up
can is not without hope for betteraway from them?
"8 till, I have just been reading
in the house one day and he pray- "Mr. Fergusson. I think that is the ment for there has been an awaken mate like that of Santa Fe, to lead the duty
Th about a fellow who Invented a new
too
ed
long, almbst Interminably:
to
air
avoid
all
open
those
dissr
life,
of
consciousness
civic
of
the
ing
provision.
regular chaplain does not pray mors propeller.'
"Mr. Clancy. But not entirely.
Santa Fe that will devise means to pitions and irregularities which 'nev than two minutes. The substitute pray
"What's- his name?"
to
lead
the
or
development of
mimify this evil, and eventually to itably
"Swisher."
ed so long that Speaker Cannon's mind
"Mr. Fergusson. Absolutely none. suppress it, for wrong can not prevail infection from tuberculosis germs in manifestly wandered;
for when th
It would simply enable the people to in the long run although it may take those possessing the tubercular tend substitute chaplain concluded Uncle
Looking for the Best of It
control that state as against the rail- generations for the right to triumph. ency.
Joe brought down his gavel with
"Clugplns is fearfully selfish sines
Thus, to the children of parents ad heavy whack on the desk and said:
roads, to amend the railroad commishe got Jhat new motor car," said the
dicted to the use of strong drink, the "The petition will be approved."
A BLOT ON HUMANITY.
sion law and matters of that kind, and
amtlcH.1. friend.
The greatest blot upon our civiliza warning of Eugen.c3 is that total ab
the taxation of large corporations.
"Ia what way?"
"Mr. Booher. Do you not think that tion, said a scientist on Saturday stinence is the only safe course. The
-wny sne was sorry.
Every time he honks to warn a
this provision of the constitution. Ar- evening of last week, is the fact that lecturer brought into the foreground
Norah Olm sorry to say, sorr, that j pedestrian he thinks he ought to bars
ticle VII, shows a disposition on the a widow left with small children is the old argument against Prohibition,
Miss Giddy isn't in.
a lif caving medal."
part of your people to think more of compelled to earn a livelihood for her that of personal liberty, and answered
Mr. Caller (facetiously)
Why are
a Mexican than you do of your own self and children.
Tie speaker was it completely with the statement, that
,you sorry, Norah?
women?
Still In Fancy.
right, but fortunately the idea of in the world's history, in evolution, in
Norah Because, sorr, It's the big
:n
even
sir.
the
government,
,"Mr. Fergusson. No,
community responsibility,
though relig'on,
personal gest sthory 01 ever told.
"DMn't you tell me last summer
"Mr. Booher. Read the first sec- i: is a form of socialism, is taking la'crty of the individual must give
taat you were going to build a
tion. You undertake in the first sec- greater hold every day.
It is begin- way when this is necessary for the
house?" asks Miggles.
tion of that act to give to the women ning to be recognized,
that in this welfare pf the nation or entire race,
AWESOME JUSTICE.
'Yes," answers Gluggims, "but after
of the territory there the right to vote beautiful wond, in which blessings and that to deprive the individual of
Woking over the architect's estimates
a3 school electors, then you say that are distributed with such abundance, what he considers a privilege, is emi
I. left the house In the abstract.
a petition signed by a majority of the and in which with tne aid of ma- nently just and proper when indullift.
qualified voters of a district may take chinery much more is produced than gence in, that privilege binds his chil
that right away from them. When it is needed for the support of man, dren or grand children with the terriGreatness.
comes to elective franchise of the there should be no undeserved pover- ble fetters of inherited taints. Eugen
--some men
are born great torn
of all ty, no want, no suffering that can be ics is a new science, its mandates ap
Mexicans, it takes
athleve greatness and some have
will
alleviated. The Journal of the Ameri- pear startling, but the world
the people of all the counties.
greatness thrust upon them,"
"Mr. Fergusson. That was a com- can Medical Association, in its issue of adopt them for it is more certain ev
Dlbbe.
,
last Saturday, tells oi the growth of ery day,, with every scientific discov
promise in the convention.
"Ti, and some appear to become
"Mr. Booher. You seem to have that idea in at least one direction, ery, that this is not a world of chance
'
great ry merely parading on the slight
but a world of law, a law as exact as
compromised against your own peo- for it says:
est provocation," said Dubbs.
mathematical
"The compensation of workmen in
science, a law that the
ple, though.
"Mr. Fergusson. We are one peo- factories and other industries for in- human race may use to work its will,
POP KNEW.
ple. A large number of the members juries sustained in the line of their but if not used to work its will, a ter
of the convention wanted the right work is a live question at the present rible agency
nations
given to women to vote in school elec- time.
Many European countries for as powerful as Rome or wipes out an
tions, and there was another large years have had laws concerning em- entire race, though it number millions
number who were opposed to their ployers' liability
and workmens'
A step further
in
The Santa Fe Public Library needs
voting, reeling they were not compe compensation.
tent to vote on it at all, and that pro this humanitarian line- is the educat- and should have a children s room,
vision was the result of a compromise ion of persons prevented from follow- and Postmaster E. C. Burke has gen
of conflicting views on that question ing their former occupation or trade erously offered to furnish such room.
"Mr. Booher. Do you not think a by reason of injury.
This is accom It would take $100 more to supply
Suburban Justice In this court the I
of such a room with suitable juvenile
woman, who is intelligent enough to plished by the establishment
I
read and understand the English lan schools wherein such persons are literature and make It a delight to the dignity and majesty of the law are ob
Is
to
not
Lawless
scorching
quage would use as much sense in taught various trades by which they young readers. There is hardly a served,
be laughed at and besides one of you
voting as a Mexican who can not can earn a livelihood, even in their cause in which a hundred ' dollars reckless autolsts ran over my best
At Charleroi, would bring such great results and rooster last week. Fifteen and costa
speak the English language at all?
crippled condition.
"Mr. Fergusson. Personally, I be France, at the instigation of Pasteur win such lasting gratitude. Is there
and Caty, a school has been estab- any one in Santa Fe who will step
lieve that."
Job."
lished for this purpose. Among the forward and give this $100 for that rrHURTING BUSINESS.
trades taught to people Injured in the specific purpose and thus establish If you would the EWorld reform,
Tou can estimate the labor
A clipping from th New Mexico industrial establishments of this man- for him or herself a fine memorial?
If you'll begin In a small way
Democrat printed on another page in ufacturing city are
the And if there is not one able and will
And try to reform your neighbor.
dicates that there are some people in making of paper boxes,
Tommy Say, pop, what's' a diplo
turning, ing to give $100, are there not ten who
mat?
Albuquerque who are determined to binding, stenography and typewriting, will give $10 apiece for that purpose?
Two Cities.
Told
of
Pop He's a man who, whon ,1m
better vice conditions in the Duke drawing and other forms of manual The New Mexican will gladly ac
Two of those cranks who do that
;City... Civic workers have found that training. The trade which the crip knowledge the gift or gifts for that sort of thing were debating tho rels, can't have his ova way, pretends that
way
the social evil is the most difficult to pled individual must take up Is, of purpose, and the name of the donor or UTV AUOlibsl VI Ok lAJUW MiU snUW
eradicate, mostly on account of cen course, governed in a measure by the donors will go on the book plate City.
:
tury's of false modesty that tolerated nature of the Injury; for instance, in- placed in each book.
"At any rate, we don't have to call
Cause and Effect.
a vicious, filthy practice, oo'diy dividuals crippled in the legs would
this a city," said the St Louis man.
An orator to win applatu
Santa Rosa is getting to be a"s
"Nor do we have to call our town a His logic must not quits aaalMt,
flaunting Itself in populous centers, follow occupations allowing them to
But when hai speaking (or his oauss,
In one case de good a newspaper town as Estancla, saint," the other retorted.
imply because It was not polite to sit at their work.
Talk; Just a little, sor float
peak, about It Even here In Santa scribed in the article referred to, a the fourth, newspaper, El Sol, having
man with both arms amputated near Just made its bow to the public of
FV' during the past twenty-tou- :
A imllituda,
shoulder by means of a mechani- the county seat 01 Guadalupe county.
tHra," the New Mexican has beard the
do come and go la
"How
the
people
"There la one recjr queer thta
As
cal
a
appliance around his neck, .folnewspaper is a good thing and
(ron several independent souroej,
v
about a candidate for offiea." ,
In no community can hare too much of this office." .
stories of such moral depravity and lows the trade of a
t
"Yes, the? remind me of funs."
"What la thatr;
another instance, an Individual - with a good thing. El Sol ought to receive
perversity that false modesty bs
"In
what
wayr
"That hU party wont let him nm,
.
de-all
hands
Was
to
both
enabled
make
the
t
gone
encouragement and help that
lsfcr forbids mentioninf any
are emnlOTed only toi mhmi m
how h
"Recants
"
they
.The many occupations Santa Rosa can afford.
the brushes.
pttbllcly
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U A. rushes,

- ; --, - $150,000
Capital Stock
80.000
Surplus and Undivided Profit -
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.
Trvossxtsa gmcradtoakiag business to aH its branches.
Leans money en the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of
money to all parts of the civilized world pa as liberal terms a
are given by any money trans mi ting agency publico- - private.
Interest allowed oa time deposits at the rate of four per cent
per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal advances
made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank
executes all orders of its patrons hi the banking line, and alms
to extend to thetn as liberal treatment in all respects, as Is
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COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
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THOS. DORAN

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM. FINE CUISINE

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY
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'
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Every Room
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Mrs. Bergere will not be at home tomorrow.
Ha V
C. R. Fargo, a clothing salesman of
H. Burd Cassel and son, who spent'
Chicago, Is at the Palace.
several days in Santa Fe with Colonel
R. R. Urquhart, a drug salesman of
jW. S. Hopewell, left for Washington,
Denver, is at the Palace.
D. c, this afternoon.
a
is
J. P. Archuleta, Jr., of Denver,
William Hopping and Nicholas Na-- !
j
Tk
l
i. O
iub rmaw num.
of Albuquerque
amgiainniHs
rode into!
ipoleone
Reginald G. Cobbett, the well known ganta Fe today .lfter a gtrenu0U8 rao.
is
at
Montezuma,
the
Tesuque rancher,
torcycle trip .0Ter E1 Camino Real.
Mounted Policeman A. A. Sena of: They left for home this afternoon.
Las Vegas, is at the Coronado hotel, j The wif
alltl mother of Hon.
Dr. F. B. McFharlin ot ,.iu,...,,if,h ,
Warren Fairbanks former
Torrance county, is a Santa Fe visitor.,
Dresident o the United States
Dr. Dillison came down from Cos-- r
nn
f,,t. (.itv
,
even-tma, Taos county, on Saturday
fte way to their home ,n Indianal,olig
after some months spent on the
fi,
W F. Taliaferro of the railway mail ;Ind.,
pacific coagt.Albllqurque Morniug
j
in
is
from
Santa
Fe
Topeka,
service,
journa!
Hon. L. B. Prince left for Albuquer- Woolf, the well known hat
.
u ,,
,t

a General Banking Business

Does

and says that without exception, Santa Fe has the finest climate of any
town in the United States.
W. Erwin, a prominent member of
the Modern Woodmen of America
lodge at Clovis, arrived in the city to- - I

PERSONAL MENTION

LADIES
SPECIAL ATTENTION

MISS

;
j

-

H. F. STEPHENS.

Cashier,

f

Asst. Csshier

INSURANCE

K.nS

He'

Bpiler)

(City

Property-Ranch-

New Line

,

-

'

St

Santa fe, New Mexico

'

$5.00 up
$1.50 up
75c to $2.00
Dressing Sacques
Short Silk Kimonas
$3.50
Long Silk Kimonas
$5.00
Kimonas
to
Long Crepe
$1.65 $2.50
Kaki Walking Skirts
$2.00
Tan Linen Walking Skirls
$3.00
While Rep Skirts
$2.50
--

New-Nobby-Styli-

WE

i

--

v

Surprise Everybody

j

,

IkERS

Prices

and Snappy

sh

-'

ould
brings with it a desire for the outdoor life.. Children particularly
in our CHILDREN SULKIES
can
and
of
the
they
spring
enjoy
pleasures
which are light,' durable and just suited to give the babes an outing.
Call to see them, please, and also take a peep at our Library Tables,
Chairs, Rockers, and a vast assortment of rugs, all just received.

"

$12.00

House Dresses

i

SPRING

&

Munsons Sun and Tubproof
Gingham Dresses

j

O. C. WATSON & CO.

$8.00

,e""" lu S,HK
at the Palace hotel.
a '?Ction ,vcn t0
W. F. Hogan, a mining man of the!11'8
Ortiz garnt, southern Santa Fe coun-'fev- lary,frm Albuquerque he goes to
ty. is at the Palace hotel.
E. ' P. Ferguson, who sells under-- ! iiusncu iuiiiuuuw anu wilt lUaHt: all
on missions on Thurstakers' supplies and travels out of; address there
day evening.
Cincinnati, is at the Palace hotel.
E. C. Pollard, deputy consul forj Preuident H. D. Bowman of the
northern New Mexico of the Modern Bowman Bank and Trust Company
on Monday for New York
Woodmen of America, has arrived to will leave
he will be a guest at a
where
City
attend the state camp.
.
hntlnnot frivon hv tha Timet immnnnlAa
vu.,.,,....c,
Francisco I. cuspin ot Santa Hosa,
has arrived, to attend the convention ui me uuueu oiaies at ine uaiuon
a
Astoria.
trail
Its long
after a meal
nf thfl Mndprn. Woorlmpn of Amprio.a
;but Mr- Bowman has certainly earned
which opens here tomorrow night.
..Mrs. Alan McCord will not be at'tne two weeks' change and rest thehome until th first Tupsrtavv ...
in -T,.n trlP wlU Sive him. Rio Grande ReJ. E. Braxton left for Santa Fe last publican.
Mrs.
wife' of the presievening on business Estanc'a News. dent of Garrison,
Agricultural Collega enp. A. Larrazolo, the Democratic tertained the
at a large reception in her
leader and noted orator,, is here from
SET THE PACE
spacious home at.Mesilla Park. Miss
Montezuma.
He
is
at
,the
LaS'Vegas.
Daniels
who
presides over the girl's
B ,E. - Langdon came ' oyer with him
Herewith are some bargains offered
dormitory at the college was the mofrom the Meadow City. V'
mmmmmmmmmmmtmmmmmmaummmmwBmsBmmmmmm
by the New Mexlcan Printing comfor
social
tif
this
function.
The
W. M. Tipton of the Indian service,
Code of Civil Procedure of the
pany:
to
their
after
respects
paying
formerly attached to the court of pri- - guests
- Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
vatA lnnil rlnlma In Ihla nitv hut nnw ' the hostess and those in the receivdin- - hound, $1; paper bound. 75c. Missouri
line
ushered
were
into
the
ing
Anmaking his headquarters in Los
Code!
room where punch and cakes Pleading forms, 55; Missouri
geles, California, is a Santa Fe visitor. ing
G;
were served by several graceful coeds, Pleadings.
the two for $10.1
Hon. H. O. Bursum left Thursday
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
Rio Grande Republican.
morning for his sheep ranches near
Colonel W. A. Glassford lett for the of New Mexico, ;S89, 1901 and 1903,
hh n Swash pamph let. $ 2 25; j
by Dr. C. G. Duncan and E. H. Sweet West this morning, after a short visit
.........
nens
witn Mrs. uiasstora, wnne en
in the latter's
automobile.
Socorro
'
route from Fort Omaha to Barstow, j Cover Pocket Dockets, single, $1.25;
,
Chieftain.
New
he will join hiswo or more bookl. 1 each.
Mr. and Mrs. Mark B. Thompson California, where
Mrs.
command.
Glassford, who has!M"xlC0 Supreme Court Reports, Nos.
gave a dinner on Wednesday even-- !
in
in hnnnr nf Mrs Rnorrv Soninr ' been here for some time visitine!3 ana 10 inclusive, ?3.30 each. Corn- FOOD
Covers were laid for eight and a her mother, Mrs:1- - S. B. Davis, vvill P'lation corporation La.vs, 75 c. Coai-- .
e
tomorrow for Barstow, to join pilation Mining Laws, K0 c Money's
delicious menu discussed.
Rio
her husband and accompany him to Digest of New Mexico Reports, full
de Republican.
ft
A Crisp Wholesome Food
y
Dr. E. McQueen Crav. president of!tne Philippines, where his regiment sheep, $6.50; full list school blankB.
the University of New Mexico, spent has been assigned for service. Las
READYTOEAT
If you want anything on earth try
Saturday and yesterday here and re- Vegas Optic.
'
a
New
Mexican
Ad.
Want
Kookt-Ote
is a crisp, flaky food to be poured out of the box into the ft
turned to Albuquerque. Dr. Gray will
dish and eaten for breakfast without cooking, but is much better
be here again Saturday to lecture on DAVIDSON SAYS 200,000
WILL CROSS LINE IN 1911.
xwxn uiuer uuueu iuuus cuuiu iiubbiuij ue,
"The Tragedy of Macbeth."
y,
Kookt-Ot- e
is far more nourishing and wholesome, the flavor is more
J. Wight Giddings, editor of the
ft
Winnipeg, May 1. Acording to Col.
Taos Valley News, former lieutenant
delightful.
j
ft All of us know that oats is the world's standard .for real nourish-- "
"QUALITY & PURITY"
governor of Michigan and an eloquent Andrew D. Davidson, who is known
K
ft ment and Kookt-Ot- e
represents the best form of oats that has ever
platform speaker, returned to Taos as the "Father of the American Inof
number
the
vasion,"
been
Americans,
ft
produced.
this forenoon, after accompanying his
wife to Lamy, on her way east to farmers' families) with their goods and
ft
'
Try a Package
chattels also wiU!;rosa the boundary
visit her relatives in Michigan.
Miss Agnes C." Laut, the brilliant into Canada Ihli fear easily will exauthoress, is back from the House of ceed 200,000 Colonel Davidson is in
the Seven Alders in the Rito de los close touch with the immigration
!
FTiJoles
mong the Cliff Dwellings agents in the United States, and prosetand is registered at the Montezuma phesies a record year in Canadian
'
'
hotel. Judge A. J." Abbott came into tlement.
of
loads
Train
cotvmlsts are altown with her from the Rito.
ft
x
EE P. Davles passed through
Es- - ready taxing the railways, and hun- tancie yesterday en route to Willard, dreds who bought land last fall are
4
where he goes on legal business. Mr. moving, north to get their crops in as
Davles has, Just been named as as- early as possible-- . Others are going
sistant district, attorney for the dis to take up land in some of the huge I
trict including Santa Fe, Torrance blocks of new homesteads that are be
THE THINGS THAT WILL BE MOST WORN THIS YEAR
and Taos counties. Estancia News. ing opened up along the railways.
One
block
of
free
10,800
homesteads
Colonel W. S. Hopewell, vice presi
dent of the New Mexico Central and has been opened tuj beyond Edmonton
AND
prominent in Democratic politics, is, and is attracting settlers to the Peace
Reriver
in
numbers'.
valley
great
from
here
He says he
Albuquerque.
has come to Santa Fe for a vacation. ports from Edmonton say that for the
In Pongees we have the Silk, Cotton and Mercerized. Also for youi
J. R. Farwell, formerly chief engineer last two months a steady stream of
of the New Mexico Central, is with homeseekers' wagons has been passWaists and Gowns, we have
ing through that city, and that the
him. ;
LINENS, MADRAS, LAWNS, BATISTE, REPS, SILKS &
? Governor
Reynolds, of Santa Fe,
EVERYTHING
formerly of the Philippine Islands
You
Could
Desire. See Our Stock.
and now in the Interior Department
Possible
:
11

Dement

Surety Bonds

BRAND

ACORN

Linen Crash Suits

months.
In the Saskatchewan valley many
of the principal towns are engaged in
a keen competition for experienced
farmers to take up land in the great;
vheat belt, sending out agents to
Knsland and the United States to
draw a good class of settlers. J. S.
Woodward, secretary of the board of
trade at Prince Albert, Saskatchewan;
who has just returned from a two
months' trip in England, says that.
be very largo!
immigration-wil- l
English
.
this ye.( r, and that he looks to see alii
records very greatly surpassed. Atj
Prince Albert he reports a good de--:
niand for carpenters, bricklayers and
plumbers, as well as for farm help,
and the same conditions prevail in
orher towns, where buildings are go-- !
ing up with a rush, and men skilled in
building trades are in constant de-mand.

!, c

;

Offices .19 San Francisco

;

hitherto unsettled prairie west of
"ere will be sown to wheat this
spring. Four million acres of free;
homestead land is now available along
the branch lines of the Canadian
Northern, and it is expected that much!
of it will be taken up in the next two

-
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House and Street

A. MUGLER

i
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f.

FOR

'

I
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Your Patronage Solicited
B. LAUGHLIN, President
W. E. 6RIFFIN,
- -

Summer Dresses

Remarkably low figures given onj
Willow fancy feathers, and a line
of flowers of high grade for 10
days. Call and be convinced.

;
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WAGNER FURNITURE
EXPERT EMBALMERS
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Gran-'.leav-

I

A NEW BREAKFAST
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If

you have property for sale

LIST WITH US
We can secure a purchaser
'',.,'-
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Santa Fe Abstract,.
Phone

y01

.

f.

MIty; &

Insurance Agency.

Room No. 8, Capital City Bank Building
Santa Fe New Mexeo,

Black No. 52,

'

Arkansas Strawberries

"ALWAYS

KAUNE &

H. S.

RELIABLE"!

CO.

BETTER

FOR LESS:

FOULARDS

PONGEES

,

WITH THE ARRIVAL OF SPRING ZEPHYRS, LOW CUT SHOES
ARE IN

It has been said

GREt

DEMAND

that "it

is a fit feat to fit feet" but this feat is accom- Call and see th; sprinf stock

Foley Kidney Pills

as special agent, was here for the recent term of Federal court' and left TONIC IN ACTION - QUICK IN RESULTS
Give prompt relief from BACKACHE,
this morning for his home. ' He was
a guest at the Grand Central.
KIDNEY and BLADDER TROUBLE,
Ros-we-

BROS.

CO.:

DRUGGISTS

4
4

BUTT

ll

West Side Plaza 5
Phone Red 161
Daily Record.
CONGESTION
of
the
RHEUMATISM,
4
Mrs. Harold H. Hague will arrive
of the
Sunday from Raton where she has KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION
been visiting relatives, to join her BLADDER and all annoying URINARY
husband, here in a permanent
IRREGULARITIES.
A positive boon to
'Mr. and Mrs. Hague have
MIDDLE
and
AGED
ELDERLY CARRIAGE & CAR PAINTING
taken the residence of Judge McFie
here PEOPLE and for WOMEN.
having shipped theifl effecfls
H. M. Beatty, Little Rock. , Ark.,
some weeks ago. Rio Grande RepubliSIGN WRITING
can. '"
For Hire at
says. "For two years I have been
Buggies and
: ,4- '
C. P. Tiffany,' who went out with troubled with severe kidney trouble.
Saddle Horses A
Popular Prices
First Class Work Guaranteed
Don Solomon Luna to the latter's The pains across my back and over
THEODORE CQRRICK, Prop.
CORRICK'S HACK LINE
,
sheep ranches a few days ago, came my hips were so bad that they almost
in last Saturday for a stay of four or meant death to me at times. I used
five days. He said- that the ranges several well, known kidney remedies
LACASSAGNE
PAUL
out there were in quite good condi- which gave me no relief until I used
309 San Francisco
tion, ; but ithat cool weather had not Foley Kidney' Pills, and these I can
yet permitted the grass to get a very Iniuthfully recommend as they have
Street
,v
made me sound and well." Sold by
Chieftain.
;
good
,
"Professor Hiram Hadley left Tues all druggists.
day evening for Baltimore, as delegate appointed by the governor, to
New Mexico In the Third
The La Joya Land & Irrigation Company owns 45,000 acres of land In repesent
National Peace Congress to be held
the Rio Grande Valley in Rio Arrfa County. It wishes to raise 20,000 to May 3, 4; and 5. He
expects to take
construct a high .line, ditch on its own property; and to distribute this in
'
Chicago, Philadelphia, Washing(Old Sparks Ranch )
loan, It issues bonds of $100 and f 1,000, payable in 3 years, with inter- tonBaltimore and
and
Indianapolis,
est coupons, "at 8 per cent.
be gone about 15 days." Las Cruces
for
This Is a solid Home Investment, secured by first mortgage on the Citizen.
(
entire property, as safe as a government bond, and drawing heavy interest,
Best of Food
Best of Beds
Charles' S. Rawles, who has spent
if you buy now, you get the coupon for the whole six months interest the , winter in. Santa Fe, left
for
Cold
Pure
Water
today
Spring:
from Jan. 1. Issued at par. 7::.'t:;.;.
the Santa Clara reservation, thirty
No Invalids
$15 a Week
miles north of Santa Fe, where he will
Apply to L. BRADFORD PRINCE, Santa Fe.
have Charge Of 'the upper end of the
Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Ghost, Willow and Bear Creeks
same during- - the. coming six months. ,
Write Pecos,
Mr. Rawies has enjoyed his stay here
Telefraph Glorieta
plished

at onr store.

-

JOHN PFLUEGER.

..'

T

FIR5T CLAS5f ACK; SERYl

ti

Adolph Seligman Dry Goods Co.

I
j

Have You Seen BIG BEN?
Come down and look

U

,

P.

-

him in

our window.
,

:

ROCK CRYSTAL

i

v-

i

at

world over for $2.50.
Champafne,

j

Wine

&

is known and said the

He

A new line medinmjprice
CUT GLASS

Water Glasses

Water

Pitchers

I MMjkf H; C. Y0NTZ,',"SSS"

start.--Socor-

Home Investment $100 to $1500
8 per cent.

THE VAUGHAN RANCH

'

Open. May 15th

WE ARE NOW READY

Frame" Your

the Fishing Season

INTRODUCTORY
CARDS

PRICES-AS- K

TO

Pictures
FOR THEM

AND NOVELTIES

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

ess"

CONTINUOUS

SERVIC

SOLE AGENTS
'

"

FOR

i

PlAfrlr

IrAtia

'

f'

That StAv Hot

sty

U

WIRE

UP

THOSE

DAY
DARK

NIGHT

AND

SOLE AGENTS

PLACES

FOR

Electric Stoves
Electric Curling Irons
Electric. Chafing Dishes'

.

Betric Toasters
Waer ifitirs and Pcrcclatcr

etc

3

Santa Fe Water and Light Company!11
S.A

;
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son
for preventing marriage of
cousins as for preventing marriage of
15
Dartwo persons with tuberculosis.
with
win married his own cousin
good results.
GREAT
"The presence of a characteristic
in mating will be noticed to be found
always dominant over its absence.
Professor Watson Says It "Insane persons anever should marry, for insanity is dominant.
Governs Ninety Per Cent
"A person suffering with astigmatism may marry a person who has
of Successes
normal vision and astigmatism does
not apiear in the offspring, but with
RESTRICT PERSONAL LIBERTY a person of similar heredity it does

Hills, R. R. Urquhart, Denver; Jacques Lafiance, Paris.
If the blood U poor and filled with the
r
Montezuma.
poisons from diseaied! kidneys or inactive
H. Bund weasel, Marietta, Pa.; Howliver, the heart is not only starved but
,
as well. There are many conard X. Cassel, Castelville, 111.; W. S.
poisoned
an
a
ditions due to impure blood such as
Hopewell, J. R. Farwell, Albuquerque;
dropsy, tainting spells, nervous debility
W. A. Xichols, Artesia; C. M. Butler,
or the many scrofulous, conditions, ulcers,
i
Pueblo, Colo.; R. P. Morris, A. J.
' white swellings, etc. All
"
,'
Sands, Denver; Charles C. Xeal, Xew
can be overcome and cured by
York City; J. O'Brien,
Cleveland;
GENERAL OFFICES RATON NEW MEXICO.
Hugh F. DuVal, City; Dr. Dillison,
(Read l!p)
Costilla; H. F. Cary, Denver; E. F.
In eftvct Sept, 1st 1910
(Read Down)
This supplies pure blood by aiding digestion, increasing assimilation and imHoaglin, Chicago; M. Manasse, CosSTATION'S
1
litone to the whole circulatory system. Its a heart tonic and a great deal
parting
, Miles
G.
L.
Mrs.
and
Roghocton, Ohio; Mr,
an alterative action on the liver and kidneys, it helps to eliminate
more,
having
am
pm
S.
ers, Albuquerque; Mr. and Mrs. C.
4 00
the poisons from the blood.
7 30
Lv De Moines. N. M...Ar
0
,
3
50
C.
Humaldo
7 W
4
To enrich the blood and increase the red blood corpuscles, thereby feeding
Quichnal,
Albuquerque;
Agnes
'
3 30
11
05
ledumn
the nerves on rich red blood and doing away with nervous irritability, take
Laut. Xew York; B. E. Langdon, East
apiear.
3 15
16
.20
I'npuilu
same.
"With tuberculosis it is the
3 05
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery and do not permit a dishonest dealer
Las Vegas; O. A. Larrazolo, Las VeVimi
20
J 35
2 45
60
25
to insult your intelligence with the " just as good kind." The " Discovery "
Thompson
Race Suicide Is Killing Off j Yu cannot.inherit a disease, but you gas; C. C. McQuaide, Chicago; F. B.
2 25
9 10
31
Caanlnfrbam M
has 10 years of cures behind it and contains no alcohol or narcotics.
1 55
do inherit a fertile soul, a predisposi
IngrediAl9 85
A.
42
J.
...Ollfton House N.
Miller,
McPharlin,
Moriarty;
Galhc
and
1
30
ents plainly printed on wrapper.
Anglo
I.v
A r .... Raton. N. M
10 00
49
on. as it were.
D. Greenwald,
Denver;
buquerque;
Ar 10 15
1UU)U..N..M
2 30
0
Dr. Pierce's Common Sense Medical Adviser is sent free on receipt of
Saxon Races.
i.U
"Five things stand out in the Men- - Louis, Rosenbach,
J.
7
Albuquerque;
2 47
.(illton House is M.... 9 49
stamps to pay expense of wrapping and mailing only. Send 31 one-cemathematical
stamps
is
a
it
del
law:
W.
H.
First,
R.
48
Allen,
3 07
Watrous, AlbuquerjiPreaton
d
for the French
book. Address : Dr. R.V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
8 55
65
.Koehler Joactton
3 45
law; second, one inherits nothing que.
"9
06
2
.Koehler.
3 35
from grandparents; third, one in"Personal liberty must be
Coronado.
8 20
".
G8
iiOolfttx
4 15
individA. A. Sena, .1. E. Tompkins,
in
herits characteristics entire (a smart
certain
8
02
Las
restricted
76
43
(lerrososo
4
,
7
45
82
Cimarron
BOO
a dull
Ar
woman marries
man, the Vegas; George Stone, Albuquerque; S. ihis suppression of a monstrous traf- They never let down tor an instant,
uals, not. so much for their
6 35
a m
Cimarron
5 10
Lt
children will either be smart or dull, Olson, Otto; Charles Weltmer, Espa-nola- ; fic in human souls, will, without hesi- but kept going at ii, until the last ball
6 27
own good as for thai of future
Nash
6 18
6 17
that duty or resign had been pitched and the last player
Harlan
5 2S
Al- tation, perform
i
P. Maunsell, Albuquerque;
not
moderately bright); fourth, the
00
6
generations.
a.
94
Ute Park, N.
!Ar
6 45
bert C. Bartells, Chicago; X. Xapo-leon- , his office for some man who has the declared out.
characteristics may remain latent.
pm p m
"Ninety per cent of the sucThe Santa Fe infield was good, the
William Hopping, Albuquerque; moral courage to take up the fight
"In regard to the race question in
cesses or failures in life are
It is pleas- pegging of the catcher, Griego, to secand assist in the work.
j
will
JOonnects i (loltax with E. P. S. W. Ry. train both North and'Soutb.3
if
ten
mullattoes
and
marry
the South,
to heredity
Philip Gallinger, Globe, Ariz.
only
due
SStage for Van Houten N. M. meets trains at Preston N.I M.I
ing to note, in this connection, that ond being especially fatal to those
mullatoes we will eventualy have a
Capital.
per cent to environment.
and aspiring to ateal second; in fact, it
Stage leaves Ute Park. K, M.. for Kllz;bethtown. N. M ., at 9:00 a. m. dally except
M. E. Whilton, Oklahoma; Mrs. T. the present officials have each
for
or
a
colored
of
race
white
race,
the
of
"One
the
problems
uudsys. Fare ii oo one way $3.50 round trip; fifty pound basnaie carried free.
E. Brown and children, St. Johns; A. every one signified their willingness took three innings and four attempts
more
races
two
cross
Mexico
will
cannot
of
New
any
new
you
.
state
for the south at 11:11 p. in. arrives from the
O. 4 9. train leaves lies Moines, S.
Holm hoc, Albuquerque; H. M. Stark no.t to shirk the duty they are paid to to steal to convince the Varsity boys
than you can mix oil with water.
lx to make laws governing
tb at 4:38 a. m,
"It is unfortunate that race suicide and wife, Montrose; Clarence Whit perform and for whose guidance that it was dangerous to steal.
the marriage of diseased indiM WILLIAMS,
VAN HOUTEN,
G. OEDMAN,
X is found among the most intelligent; man, Indianapolis; S. E. Hughenber-ger- , the laws are framed and printed.
When one stops to look at the
viduals.
M
G.
P.
&
G.
Decatur, 111.; S. W. Johnson, .Tas. New Mexico Democrat.
V.
P.
X among those we would
think the
Agent,
nature
no
"Make
mistake;
Superintendent
score, 0 to 1 it it not necessary to
most suited to perpetuate the race. McAlfster, West Virginia; Guy Lozar,
tell how well the Varsity boys played.
works with a cold blooded,
f
of the graduates of Albuquerque; E. C. Lange, Del Norte; ST. MICHAEL'S TROUNCES
mathematical certainty, and,
Only
The Cerrillos Game.
M.
W.
A.
UNIVERSITY
TEAM,
T.
Xichols. Artesia;
Story,
Women's Colleges marry.
while heredity may not be
At Loa Cerrillos, the boys played a
Mrs.
Williams,
Smallwood,
Stanley;
said
when
a
he
"Roosevelt
in
truth
the succeeding
manifest
From Albuquerque,
the Victorious better game than at Albuquerque an J
told Europe that he represented the Ariz.
generation, it shows up in the
considering that the Cerrillos team is
to
Cerrillos
to
Nine
Went
future not the present American
third.
one of the fastest in the territory, the
Play a Game.
race.
"There is such a thing as
college boys should have the highest
the
race suicide
among
"In mentioning the causes of the
honors. Gomez, the College's left
EDITORIAL
FLUSHES
to
Bobbie
Burns)
Apologies
(With
To ei Paso Bi9bee
French in France and the Andecline of the birth rate I might say
hand pitcher, did much toward win
on
the
diamond,
heart's
My
glo Saxons of today in the
that this talk of quality rather than
ning this game. The final score was
not here ;
is
heart
My
counand
this
United States,
quantity is a flimsy excuse, for there
six to one.
ico, Arizona, Mexico and to toe Pacific Coast, via NEW
Pat.
Down
on
the
heart's
diamond,
My
is no proof that the lone child is any
try seems doomed to be peoA return game with Cerrillos will
of
man
"A
name
the
McGill,
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
by
the
sphere,
better off than when he or she has who lives at La Lande and who forpled by the Irish and the Conbe
played next Sunday afternoon at 2
ball
and
round
the
batting
tinental peoples of Kurojie."
brothers and sisters. Quality rather
on the
o'clock
resided in Guadalupe
college athletic
county,
merly
also;
than quantity might be desirable
this
is in Washington represent- My heart's on the diamond wherever grounds. It is believed that
county,
among the poorest class but slum ing the Democratic
will be the fastest yet.
so
game
he
THE
saysi
I
party,
go.
i
The above were some of the start workers know that these classes
While here in
fighting statehood.
From "Success Magazine."
ing assertions made by J. R. Watson, have the large families.
was
McGill
this county
repudiated by
(Albuquerque Journal.)
"The state should help more large the Democrats.
professor ot biology in trie i:mver- Since moving to
BRAND.
The doubleheader baseball gam at
A
ity of New Mexico, in his address ly to bear the expense in rearing the La
OR
Lali?J Ask your wrnaeint for A
Lande, Roosevelt county, he has Traction park yesterday afternoon at
Diuoiorid ItrondAi
('lilKbeatrB
on
delivered
A
of
the
who
mother
families
Eugenics
Saturday
IMIIfl in lied and Hold, nieutiicV
poor.
to have the Democrats tracted a good crowd, who stayed well
boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon.
It was the gives a child to become a citizen of undertaken
night at Library Hall.
Take no other. )ttiy of your
in county, precinct, and town into the evening in spite of a cold
there,
Askfort'lII.I'irKK-TEnEx-UinnM.
second lecture in the University
a state does as much as giving the
DIAMONDfor ii
IIKANU
affairs, swallow him and his methods, wind, blowing in a manner to put a
rears known as Best. Safest. Always Rellabl
tension Course and was listened to nation a soldier or a statesman,
ROUTE
but each and every time Democracy chill on the enthusiasm of the most
SOLD UY IWifiKTS FVERYWHFPf
with rant attention by a large au-- !
of
a
noor
strue
willow
"The sicht
And violent fan. The close of the playing
The speaker was intro-- : giing night and day to provide for has revolted and spued him up.
dience.
Mex- at 6:15 saw the University
a
is
of
Xew
he
o f New
representative
duced by Rupert F. Asplund.
her children is a tragedy. It is. more- - ico
Well, hardly!" Santa Mexico defeated in two games in sucpeople?
Professor Watson began by saying over, a disgrace to our civilization.
Rosa Sun.
cession; first by the Indian School, 12
that for a long time it has been com-- ; There ought to be a way to help
For rates and full information address
to 11, and in the second instance by
remarked that, there are two 0ws and orphans.
St. Michael's college team from Santa
Prosperity Personified.
factors which determine a man's life:
school
and
school
boy
"Every
The Optic has not yet reached that Fe by a score of 6 to 1. The umpirjoy and sorrow; pain and pleasure; girl will soon be telling us in comPaso Texas.
when its editor can enjoy the ing of the two games by Trainer G. K.
Ha then took mencement essays just why Rome stage
success and failure.
of an automobile, but we pre- Llddle was easily a feature, for which
luxuries
up the subject of heredity, environ- fell, but the explanation of Professor sume
that's because we are putting he deserves a great credit. He was
ment, light, home influences, educa Jordan seems apt, and that is, Rome into
the business all we get out of it absolutely impartiaal, his decisions
tion by church and state, and finally sent her best soldiers to foreign
and a little more.
This, out of pride were clear-cuand he refused to be
and
asked "in shores and the sturdy Romans were for
pathogenic bacteria,
to keep in the van bluffed by anybody, three essentials of
Las
and
Vegas
what proportion are these two factors not at home to continue the race,
ot progressive newspaperdom.
a good umpire.
He declared with em- which task was left to the weak and
important?"
As is .well known, exen to the aver-The Second Spasm.
the
in
difference
that
the
more or less unfit."
phasis
age layman, a newspaper man's life
The second game was a
achievements of man may be sum
Professor Watson
illustrated the is one of hard work and scant remunaffair in which the Santa Fe boys
med up as !I0 times due to heredity Mendel, law by many charts which
a news- had matters all their own way. Silva
and only ten times to environment. could easily be seen by the audience. eration, despite the fact that
paper in any community is one of its in the box for the locals, pitched the
"These figures would seem extreme
Mendel's Law.
best assets, if not its very best asset. first seven innings, fanning six men,
to any but the biologist," declared
MendeFs law or Mendalism. is a The
average newspaper, in a town and allowing free transportation to
the speaker, "but we know that they term used to designate certain prinlike Las Vegas, for instance, is not a only one. His support was, however,
are not extreme.
Every dairyman ciples of heredity and was enuncia- bonanza, far from
it. Las Vegas poor, the seven hits scored off him
It may be dis- ted in 1S65 by Mendell, Abbott of
recognizes heredity.
Optic.
It is
coming at inopportune times.
Mendel's
couraging but we must face the truth. Brunn, who died in 1884.
USE
much to his credit to say that in the
But it need not be discouraging if experiments were carried out on dif
Modern Woodmen
Real Trouble.
third inning he pitched eight straight
we profit by this knowledge."
ferent forms of garden peas, cultivatLondon has received official reports strikes, fanning two men, and allow
The speaker dwelt at some length ed varieties of Pisum Sativum.
He
on the need of improving the race, chose forms which are known to be of the progress of the plague in India, Ing his teammates to put the other
and pointed out that there are a quar constant from generation to genera- the figures showing that the number man out with a pop fly. Silva's work
America .
of deaths in March was 95,884, this in the box yesterday afternoon com
ter of a million people who are blind, tion.
In his initial investigations
more
total
at
his
with
than
being
something
pares
favorably
pitching
deaf or insane who are housed in in-- he selected seven pairs.
twice the number of deaths d iric? Santa Fe, when he fanned six men in
Atitlltimia urwl that thova lii'a Cn Artfl
Before the lecture Miss Cheshire the
nine innings.
preceding month.
in
and
he
"And
added:
more
prisons,
sang two songs "The Years at the
SHORTEST LINE TO
Such
information is not only apGarcia, the little pitcher for the
to
us
be there." (Laughter). Spring" and "The Beautiful Land of
o'
ought
Santa Fe, N. M., May 3rd, 1911.
palling in all that it indicates, but it Saints, was in the game with bells on,
Preventable.
Xod," in her sympathetic soprano should serve to make mankind hum- He
fanned ten men, and walked two
For this occasion the Santa Fe will
Professor Watson maintained that voice, which greatly pleased the audi-a- s
in the pie frames of the game.
diseases are preventable so pau- - jence;' Mrs. Rapp accompanied on the ble, all over the world.
sell tickets from all points in New
In regions which are largelv free
The 'St. Michael's college team left
perism is preventable. The two fac-- ! piano.
from such scourges, men find strange-- ' Albuquerque Sunday morning for Cer Mexico to Santa Fe and return at one
tors in all diseases, he said, are bac-'- .
Dr. E. McQueen Gray, prsident of
fare for the round trip.
matters to worry rillos to play that town. The engage- and
ly insignificant
teria and resistance and the latter; the University of Xew
Mexico, about.
which was contracted before
fears
that
England
ment,
Germany
has been neglected sadly.
Dates of sale, April 30th, May 1st
scholar and playwright, followed with
TICKETS AND RERERVATIONST
The following were some of the a most interesting "impersonation" of will wrest its commercial supremacy the collegians came down, precluded and 2nd. Return limit, May 5th, 1911.
from
or
of
the
that
of
some
the
Saints'
it
sort,
it,
plans
possibility
meeting
striking sentences of the lecture:
jthe late Henry Irving as Hamlet
"Human nature is often referred to and Henry Bandmann as Shylock. He invasion. Japan is said to be develop- another team on the Traction park
NEW MEXICAN BUILDING OR UNION .DEPOT
as unchangeable, but there is nothing said that Irving was so definite in his ing a plot for the possession of the diamond Sunday.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
The players of both teams conduct
Central America is experi
more erroneous, for change is the j. mannerisms that he created a new Pacific.
a
ed
commendable
'themselves
from
with
its
encing
respite
neighborlaw of nature.
Santa Fe, N. M.
style in Shakespearian rendering.
"It seems strange that environ- - Of Bandmann's Shylock, Dr. Gray hood wars, in which nothing appears tact and played on to the end of the
to
be at stake. Mexico is still in a game, both sides as hard as possible.
ment and its improvement
takes up aaid he gave a "very dignified and
condition of uncertainty, because one
so much thought today and heredity, '
rendition."
sympathetic
old man is unwilling or fearful in the
which is so far more important, so
T)r. Grav also anns? a baritone solo
matter of
all the people of
before the Territorial Supreme Court little.
at the conclusion of the lecture apolo- that country giving
an
The
CARDS
PROFESSIONAL
Of fee: Laughlin Blk, Santa Pe, N. M
"We see how the domestic animals gizing before doing so, however, as United States equal chance.
presents the strange
are derived from one to three wild he was suffering from a severe cold,
of a President trying to esHOLT & SUTHERLAND
animals and man himself has chang- which made his enunciation very dif- spectacle
'j
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
tablish
simple and friendly
perfectly
j
Attorneys-at-Laed greatly.
ficult.
t
relations between this country and
in tje Distri t Court as
cave man was only 5 feet 3
Practice
"The
6.
,
May
Canada whereby complications may
PAUL A. F. WALTER
5
well as before the Supreme Court of inches high, had a low forehead and
Mr. Asplund announced that the be removed
and the native associaAttorney-at-Lacould
not stand erect.
third of the series of lectures will tions between
- New Mexico tne territory.
the two people may
Santa Pe,
"Selection is now less rigid.
Xew Mexico.
Las Cruces,
In be on May 6 in Library Hall, where have fuller
SAN FRANCISCO,
SAN DIEQO,
the savage tribes the sick and the Dr. Gray will lecture on Macbeth. and outworn scope while the ancient
doctrines of the party
WILLIAM McKEAN
OAKLAND,
LOS ANGELES,
PROBERT & COMPANY
lame perished, but we do not allow Miss Ross of Albuquerque will recite are
being hurled at him from sources
Attorney-at-Lathe sick and the lame to die as and there may be other numbers to in which
Investments
May, 12, 13, 14,
his wisdom and judgment
May, 12, 13, 14,
Mining and Land Law.
Lai ds, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
long as hospitals can take care of be announced later.
should be applauded.
Mexico.
New
Taos,
them.
Money Loaned for Investors
Is mankind prone to make trouble
"How shall we improve the human
We have for sale general stocks of
when the skies are clear? St. Louis
C. W. G. WARD
Retail Lumber Yard race? By better mating, by allowMerchandise,
Times.
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.,
Territorial District Attorn y
and other Business Opportunities ing reproduction by the fit and by
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Mora
For San Miguel and
of
the
Taos
the
prevention
county.
reproduction by
Palace.
One way via Portland or Seattle, May, 12, 13, 14, 29, 30, & 31
Black Plague.
New Mexico. throughout
Las Vegas.
unfit.
Bank References Furnished
C. R. Fargo, Chicago; L. A. Ruark.
A majority of he
own
"It has been said that Dan Cupid Del Xorte, Colo.; W. F. Hogan, Ortiz,
New Mexico.
Taos,
and residing within the
C'nas. R. Easley.
Chas. F. Easley.
is blind, but only half the truth has Grant; E. McQueen Gray, Albuquer- ing property
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been told. Y
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Surgeon.
north
Copper avenue, will shortly
"SANTA FE ALL THE WAY"
Practice in the courts and before Veterinary Physician
Graduate of McKillep's Veterinary have weight in these matters, and we Louis; E. P., Fergusson, Cincinnati; make a determined appeal to the lo
Land Department.
S.
see
laws
W.
the
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cousins
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against
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nreme Courts.
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This fight against the sensibilities
by the New Mexican Printing comattention given to all business.
eleNew Mexico pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
The nrimarv cause of Rheumatism results from weak kidneys, constipa of the decent and
Hants Fe.
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep tion, indigestion, etc., forming impure accumulations in the S5'stem. These ment of Albuquerque has been wag
HARRY D. MOULTON
bound, $1; paper bound. 75c. Missouri sour and ferment, causing uric acid, which is absorbed from the stomach and ed before, but lately a test caae has
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BASEBALL
Baseball Postponed.

National Chicago
rain.
American
St. Louis
wet grounds.

at
'

Pittsburg;

at Chicago;

STANDING OF THE TEAMS

8

3
5

8

5

Chicago

9
4

Boston
Brooklyn
St. Louis

5

6
6
10
10
11

Philadelphia
Pittsburg
News York
Cincinnati

4
3

HLGopj right,

Pet
.786
.613
.615
.600
.400
.333
.308

.300

American League.

Pet

W. L.

...13

2

.867

New York

7

Washington

6

5
6

Chicago
Boston

7

7

.583
.500
.500

Detroit

..66

Philadelphia
Cleveland
St. Louis

......

7

.462

7
10
11

.375
.267

W. I

Pet

6
4

.462

Western League.
Omaha

7

2

.778

Wichita

5

2

Sioux City
Lincoln
St. Joseph

6
5
4
4
2
1

3

7

.714
.667
.625
.500
.500
.222

9

.100

Denver ...4
Topeka

...
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John Hoke was the proprietor of a

National Leaaue.
W. L.

U

The Son of
His Father

3

4
4

in a Connecticut
family grocery
town much frequented by summer
visitors.
Most any grocery may be
a family grocery, but most any man
could not be a John Hoke and have a
son twenty-onyears old and sagely
say to him:
"Harold Hoke, within a fortnight
after you were born I was planning
your future. That was the reason I
named y6u Harold. You have grown
up. You know the canned goods
trade. You are an expert in butter
and eggs. You can mingle two sorts
of the poorest coffee and bring forth
a blend of Mocha and Java. There is
nothing further for you to learn lri
the grocery trade. It is for you to
marry money and set up as a gentle
man. You have the name Harold to
begin with. That is half the battle.
Except during the morning and after
noon rush hours at the store you can
be looking around for a wife."
Harold Hoke knew his father to be
a successful business man and a wise
adviser. He was a short young man
and a fat young man, and had nevei
been in love. The grocery trade had
been too brisk for that. He had in
herited his father's assurance and
wisdom, and he also had a good opin
ion of himself.
As soon as he had
had a little time to think things over
he came to the conclusion that getting married was going to be an easy
thing in his case. He wrote down a
list of all the marriageable girls in
the village and then began the work
of elimination.
For this or that reason he erased name after name until
he had reached the end. He couldn't
throw himself away on any of them
The father soon got on to his perplexities and then the sage advised
e

mfin seated on a stone by toe' rest?
side. She couldn't say whether he
had busted his suspenders or lost
his mother by the chicken pox, and
she didn't care. She whizzed past
him in the most
manner.
He was there again on the following
This time she was satis
morning.
fied that he was sighing as veil as
looking dejected. On the third morning he looked at her appealingly, just
as If he had an attack of the colic
and wanted to ask if she had her
flask of brandy with her. It was the
same on the fourth and the fifth. It
Is not a fat man's nature to be pen
sive and dejected for long. He gets
discouraged over It and wants a
The girl had never slackchange.
ened her pace by a second. She had
never wavered. She had never seemed
to see him. So far as be could tell,
she had regarded him as a toadstool
or fungus growing on the rock. The
sage had just weighed out 14 ounces
of
tea for a pound, which is
allowable in ail
family
groceries to offset the leakage of the
N. O. molasses barrels, when his advice was again asked for and given.
"My son, there are three ways of
winning a woman," he said. "First,
try cheek. If that is a failure try the
pensive business. If that goes back
on you try heroics. The two first will
generally win, but you have the third
in reserve. The sex love a heroic
man. The shorter and fatter and more
heroic he is the quicker they fall in
love with him. I leave it to you to
perform some daring deed. In trade
here we have often mixed 23 and 30
cent butter together and sold the
same at 29, but to capture a young
maiden's heart it must be something
more heroic than that."
It was. Harold had all the ingredi
ents at hand and he proceeded to
mix them. The young lady who would
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GIANT PITCHER INVENTS

Citation and Notice by Publication.
ADTO HORACE C. LONGWELL,
MINISTRATOR DE BONIS NON
WITH THE WILL ANNEXED OF
ROBERT H.
LONGWELL,

NEW CURVE

d

You are hereby notified that the
Probate Court of Santa Fe, County,
New Mexico, lias made and entered
an order for you to show cause, and
you are hereby notified to appear be
fore Baid Court, on the first day of
the regular term thereof, to be begun
and held on the first Monday of July,
1011, and show cause why you should
not be removed a3 such Administrator de bonis non with the will annex
ed of the estate ct Robert H. Long- well, deceased, and your letters of administration
the
revoked,
upon
ground that at the time such letters
of administration were issued to you,
on
the ISth day of April, 1904,
of the Terri
you was a
tory of New Mexico, and the Probate
Court, by virtue of Sec. 16, Chapter
SI, Laws of 1901, had no power to appoint you as such administrator, and
upon the further ground that you are
a
of the Territory of New
Mexico at the present time, and under
said Chapter 81, Laws of 1901, you
are disqualified from acting as such
administrator de Lonis non with the
will annexed of said Robert II. Long-weldeceased.
Witness the hand of the Clerk of said
Probate Court, and its seal hereto
attached, this the 6th day of March,
t,

.

100-yar- d

d
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d

one-fift-

4--

3--

four-fift'n-

d

weak-hearte-

3--

2
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,

,

'

,

'

22.-00-

.

.

2

STOLEN Large
STRAYED OR
black mare, branded "R. G.," wart hi
right ear, about 1,200 pounds. Liberal reward. Address, Box 177, Santa
F. N. M.
WANTED Man to sell our line of
Teas, Coffees, etc., in Santa Fe on
Bond required, wagon
commission.
furnished.
Write Grand Union Tea
Co., Denver, Colo.
TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and supplies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All reiialr work and typewriters guaranteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter ExPhone 231.
change.

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
Regular communication first Monday
of each month at
Masonic - Hall at

d

GEORGE. W. ARMIJO.
Probate Clerk
J. T. SANDOVAL,
Deputy.
(Seal).

TIMETABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS

7.30.

H. II. DORM AN,
CHAS. E. UNNEY,

The following are the time tables
of the local railroads:

Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter No.
Regular

1, R. A. M.

Leave

convocation second
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at
Santa Fe 12:10
7:30 p. m.
Returning arrive
JOHN H. WALKER,
p. m.
4 p. mp connect with No. 1, westH. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
bound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30
P. m.
Santa Fe Commandery
7:20 p. m. conect with No. 7 and
.u. 1, iy. 1. neguiar
?
Mn.lona fnnih linn.
9 westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound
.
.
aay m eacn month at
Returning arrlv at SanA Fe 11: IV
Masonic
Hall
at 7:30
P. m.
p. m.
CHAS. A. WHEELON. E. C.
D. & R. G. Ry.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
Leaves 10:15 a. m. for north.
Arrive 3: 35 p. m. from north.
Santa Fe Lodge et
Perfection No. 1, 14th
New Mexico Central Ry.
degree. Ancient and AcLeave 7:30 a. m., connects with No.
34 east and 33 outh and west
cepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on
Arrive 8 p. m., with connections
from No. 33 east; 34 south and west the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plata.
BLANKS
Printed and foi sale by New Mexl Visiting Scotish Rite Masons are corean Printing Company, Santa Fe, N dially invited to attend.
S. SPITZ, 32
Mex.
Venerable Master.
Butchers' flon'i.
'3et.
- Report of . Li HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
Sheriffs' M-- .
8.10 a. m. connect with No 3 westbound, No. 10 eastbound.

it

...

censes.

sb

1-- 2

--

New MextCL
Nos. 1 and 2.

to

Secretary.

-

'

; Court Reports,

j.aw,

$6.60

a

B. P. O. E.

vol

Santa Fe Lodge

incluswe. $3.30 each;
Mcne
Digest of New Mexico Re
ports, full sheet, $6.60. Postage 25c
Retail LiQuor License. 60 In. Book,
ume;

3

12

No.

460, B. P. O. E.

holds
its regular session on
the second and fourth
Wednesday of each
month. Visiting brothers are invited and

$3.00.

(Jeneral License, SO In Book, $3.00.
Nos. 13 and 14. $2.70 each. Postage
welcome.
25c each.
A. J. FISCHER,
In
AssessNotification ol Change
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler,
ment by Assessor, 100 in Book. $3.75.
Secretary.
Assessor's Notice of Assessment,
100 In Book. 75c

o

County Superintendent's Warrant
in Book. 35c.
Poll Tax Receipt. 60 In Book, 25c
Poll Books for City Election, 8

50

pages, 60c.

Claimant
Proof, Testimony of
Independent Order of Beavers.
full sheet
Santa Fe Dam No. 80, I. O. B. holds
Desert Land Entry, Declaration of its regular session at 8 p. m. Meetings
fuli sheet
Applicant,
first and third Friday. Visiting Broth
2
Deposition of Witness.
ers are always welcome. '

sheet

2
Final Proof.
sheet
Contest Notice,
sheet
ft I aueet
Yearly Proof.
Affidavit to be filed before contest,

EDWARD C. BURKE.

1--

2

sheet

1--2

Affidavit of Contest Against Non

2
Resident Entryman,
sheet
Notice of Intention to make final
'r00- - MJjng (suonippy
jeeus
--

z--

proof,
320

1--2

sheet

Homestead Entry,

1--

Relinquishment, 2 sheet
Township Plats, 4 sheet
Township Plats, full sheet
Commitment, 4 sheet
Poll Book, for Town Election,

President
C.

J. NEIS,
Secretary.
F. W. FARMER
Homestead No.

.

2879.

Brotherhood
of
American Yeomen
Meets
Second
and Fourth Thursdays,
Delgado's
Hall. H. Foreman,
C. G. Richie, Cor.
Sec. Mrs. Daisy

Farmer.

pages, 40c.
Poll Books, Election of School Dl

Notice for Publication.
rectors. 4, 6 and 8 pages, English, 20c, Department of the Interior,
Pecos Forest. Not Coal Land.
30c and 40c
U. S. Land Ofllce at Santa Fe, N. M.
Road Supervisor's Receipt, 60 la
April 27, 1911.
Rook, 25c
NOTICE is hereby given that FranAttachment Affidavit.
shet
cisco R. Montoya, of Glorieta, N. M.,
Attachment Bond. 4 sheet
,
1906, made homeAttachment Summons as Garnishee who, on April-18stead
No.
4
for SE
entry.
sheet
Section 32, Township 16 N.,
Execution, 4 sheet
Range 11 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
Summons, 4 sheet.
filed notice of intention to make FiCertificate of Brand,
sheet
nal five-yeproof, to establish claim
Shep Contract. 2 sheet
to the land above described, before
Justice of the Peace Blanka
Register or Receiver of the U. S.
Appeal Bond. 2 sheet.
Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on
Appeal Bond, Criminal. 2 sheet
the 23rd day of June, 1911.
Stock Blanks.
Claimant names as witness: Jesus
BUI of Sale Animals searing Ven
Gonzales y Roybal,
MonTiburcio
dor's Recorded Brand,
sheet
toya, Esquibel Ortiz, all of Glorieta,
Appearance Bond. 2 sheot
Bill of Sale, In Books of 25 Blanks, N M., and Jose Martinez, of Santa Fe,
N. M.
10c per book.
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing
MANUEL R. OTERO,
vendor's Recorded Brand, 4 sheet
f
Register.
Bill of Sale Range Delivery, 1 4
sheet
Constipation brings many aliments
Bill of Sale,
in its train and is the primary cause
sheet '
of much sickness. Keep your bowels
Deed, City of Santa Fe, 2 sheet
Deed, City of Santa Fe, full sheet
regular, madam, and you will escape
Application for Marriage License, many of the ailments to which women
2
are subject
sheet
Constipation is a very
Certificate of Birth. 4 sheet
simple thing, but like many simple
Butchers' Shirking
4
Notices,
things. It may lead to serious consesheet
Nature often needs a little
quences.
Promissory Note 2Se per pad
assistance and when Chauberlaln's
Coat Bond, 4
Tablets are given at the first indica25c per pad.
tion, much distress and uSerhuc mar
authority to (tatter. Mi ajtf be avoided. Sold by an dealers.
4

9234-0739-

1-- 4

1--

1--

1-- 4

1-- S

1--

1--

1--

1--

-H',

goods and
Calisteo street

Household

FOR RENT S room, brick modern
house, large yard, fine location, 22S
Agua Fria St. J. W. Dudrow.

1911.

100-Yar- d

.

FOR SALE

furnishings at 301
Call at any time.

l,

Christy Matthewson.
New York fans have received news "float up to the batsman with all the
of a new ball developed since last sea- seams showing."
Just in front of the
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY
son by Christy Mathewson of the New plate it does a double dip so deceivNational League.
,
not notice his pensiveness must be York Nationals. It is declared a won- ing that even the catchers miss it unBoston at Philadelphia.
saved from a tragedy, and he was the derful puzzler by friends of the til after considerable practice.
New York at Brooklyn.
Mathewson throws this ball after
one to do it. She had not yielded her Giants' star pitcher.
The new ball is described as a slow wetting his fingers, and the Giants
Chicago at Pittsburg.
sympathy, but she must her grati
Cincinnati at St. Louis.
tude. When morning came again and double dip. The sphere is said to have christened it the "slow spitter.
she rode out she saw the same pen
American League.
sive young man sitting on the same KETCH EL'S BELT GIVEN AWAY DANIELS RETAINS HIS TITLE
Washington at Boston.
pensive stone. He still turned an
Philadelphia at New York.
appealing eye, but still in vain. She R. P. Dickerson of Missouri Gets Keeps
Swimming Championagain:
simply took it for an obstinate case
ship by Two Inches New Yorker
$10,000 World's Championship In"My son, with that name of yours, of colic and let it go at that. Twenty
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
Given Brilliant Race.
signia Also Has Gloves.
and taking you as you stand, you minutes later, as she returned, there
are
should
There
afield.
go further
was a cow in the middle of the road.
National League.
One of the most remarkable finishes
The world's championship belt, val
a dozen young ladies summering all It was a cow with a glare in her eye
Chicago, 6; Pittsburg, 4.
Ket- - ever seen in a swimming race was
won
ued
at
$10,000,
by
Stanley
around us. Some are the daughters and a seeming disposition to pick up
Cincinnati-St- .
Louis game
postbrought out at the New York Athletic
of rich men. I believe there are two girl and bike and toss them over the chel, champion middleweight pugilist club the other
night when C. M. Danponed, wet grounds.
with
his
Billy
Jn
of
the
fight
world,
or three here from whose fathers in fence. The girl was coming down a
record
the
holder, again won the
iels,
has
Cal.,
New York we order tea, coffee and long hill at the rate of forty miles an PaDke at San Francisco,
union
Athletic
Amateur
American League.
to R. P. Dickerson by
been
presented
bills
we
whose
as
and
want it,
sugar
man could
hour. Even a cock-eyechampionship.
Mr.
slain
Detroit, 3 ; Cleveland, 4.
of
the
the
estate
pugilist.
deare promptly met when due. In
see the impending tragedy.
If she Dickerson was a friend of the coaa
Only two inches behind Daniels at
Chicago, 9; St. Louis, 1.
livering orders at the various houses held for the cow it meant broken
the finish was Perry McGilllvray, the
cost
which
the
shooting
you must have met some of these bones; if she ran into the ditch it pugilist,
American Association.
Ketchel his life having occurred on
young ladies. It is now up to you to meant sudden death.
At Kansas City (first game) ColDickerson ranch in Webster
the
The
the
grocery
acquaintance.
But the heroic Harold was there county.
Second push
umbus, 7; Kansas City, 6.
am
and
I
trade Is full of cheek,
It was his business to be there. He
Practically all of the gloves used
game Columbus, 3; Kansas City, 4.
pleased to know that you have your had timed it all by the watch, and it
At St. Paul St. Paul,4; Toledo, 4.
by Ketchel in his big fights have been
share of It"
was no dollar watch, either. The girl
to Mr. Dickerson, along
At Minneapolis Minneapolis, 13;
It Is one thing to stand behind the came on without a word. He sprang presented
with other mementoes of the prize
Indianapolis, 6.
counter of a grocerid ask a young out to drive the cow aside or perish
favorite's laurels In the arena.
At Milwaukee Milwaukee,
7; lady from New
Yorler Boston wheth- with her. He was about to shout out ring
sets of gloveB used by Ketchel
Both
6.
Louisville,
er she wants seedless or layer rai- something appropriate to the occa in the two championship fights with
roads
about
the
and
a
him.
sion
when cyclone hit
sins,
Another Papke are in his possession and are
dusty
speak
Western League.
and the farmers wanting rain, and hit the cow. Both were knocked into being
displayed at his jewelry and
Sioux City, 2; Des Moines, 0.
another to approach that young lady the highway ditch, and when the brokerage office here.
5
4.
Denver, ; Topeka,
socially. For the first time in his life young man recovered consciousness
Lincoln-Wichit- a
Game postponed.
Harold Hoke realized this. He had he was fondly resting with his head
delivered many orders at houses on the cow's heels and she was trySouthern League.
where they took summer boarders) ing to kick that head off. The cy
At Mobile Mobile, 1; Birmingham, but always to the cook at the back clone had done its work and passed
door, and many of said cooks had on. Harold staggered to his feet and
5.
At Memphis Memphis, 4; Chattan- familiarly called him Harry and looked around for dead girls and
joked him on his shortness and his fragments of bikes, but the road was
ooga, 9.
fatness. The thing must be got at in clear. They were eating breakfast
At New Orleans Montgomery-Nesome way, however.
His father was at the villa half a mile below.
Orleans, Tain.
behind the movement and would ex"You see, my son," said the grocer
pect results, ' the same as when he sage after driving a spigot into a new
Coast League.
At San Francisco Oakland, 2; San got stuck on a tub of butter and sent barrel of cider vinegar made with
it to the house to be worked over and out reference to cider, "some young
Jimmy McAleer announces that he
Francisco, 1.
when the men are a success at love and some will convert Second Baseman HerAfternoon game Oakland, 1; San sweetened up. Each day
rash was over Harold dressed up and at clerking in a grocery, and after man Schaefer into an outfielder.
Francisco, 17.
walked about and made his appearPing Bodie of the White Sox, with
resting up for the day and night you
At Portland Sacramento, 2; Port- ance at
the postofflce. He raised his may be here at the usual hour in the all his great home run work, has one
land, 1.
hat to a score of young ladies he had
he can't hit a low ball.
weakness
At Los Angeles morning game-- Los sold sweetmeats and canned hard- morning to take down the shutters
Barrett of the Milwaukee
make the usual display of toma
and
Manager
8.
Angeles, 6; Vernon,
shell crabs to, and when they stared toes and green corn on the platform.1
team says that he prefers promising
Afternoon game Los Angeles, 6; at him in an icy way in reply he
youngsters and tried veterans for his
Vernon, 2. '
could not exactly make it out, and
club.
The Real Difference.
went away to see if by accident one
Sam Kennedy, the Naps' scout, says
Is
real
difference
the
"What
between
end of his collar was trying to climb
Charles M. Daniels.
Eddie Collins is a greater base
that
and
the
masses?"
classes
asked
over his head or he had got a spot the
Hamilton was in
than
Billy
stealer
club
man at the
eighteen-year-ollunch; and several his
of grime on his nose.
schoolboy of the Ilpalmy days.
"You are too coy, my son a bit too definitions were handed out
MONEY AND METALS.
Mathewson offers to bet linois Athletic club of Chicago, while
Christy
a few inches back R. E. Frlselle of
"I saw in the paper this morning,'
New York, N. Y., May 1. Call coy," chided the father as he
he, Christy, won't lose a the Missouri A. C. of
St. Louis beat
observer said, "in a police court $100 that
durCardinals
Louis
St.
money 2 4 per cent; prime mercan- weighed out three and a half pounds the
to
the
out Harry Hebner of the Illinois A. C
case, a wife described her husband as gamethe
of
for
a
season.
sugar
quarter.
granulated
tile paper 3 4
Mexican
coming
per cent;
ing
for third place. The four men were
There's nothing in trade unless' you a good man because he always brought
dollars 45; amalgamated
63
Walter Johnson, the Washington only a fraction
h
of
of a second
his
wages."
lome
Same
in
love
with
are
worked
falling
nlteher. thinks twirlers
Atchison 109
Great push It
sugar 118
one
as
a
is
touched
the finish mark.
real
apart
thinks,
distinc
There,
they
obYou
must
has given it out that he
He
too
Northern preferred 127
hard.
New York and getting married.
The time of thC'l'.nner, was : 56
tion. The good husband of a certain
will pitch but 20 games a season from which is
Central 107
Northen Pacific 125 serve the social amenities. Go out social standing brings home his
s
of a second behind
wages
Let
become
and
formal
calls.
it
pay
forward.
time
this
Southern PacifReading 156
Daniels' own American record for the
and receives from his wife a small
In
known
an
Indirect
no
that
is
way
"best
there
your
Joss
Addle
says
ic 179; steel 76
Preferred Ex. Div. name
distance with three turns.
In that
is Harold, and that you have to amount for pocket money.
"From time to time one
119
wife Is the financial expert, pitcher."
case
the
extent
a
from
retired
trade."
be
will
balled
great
man and then another
New York, May 1. Lead quiet 4.40
The next afternoon Harold made and looks carefully after her hus
of them all," says the MEET FOR CORONATION WEEK
4.50; Standard copper quiet; Spot
And against that as the king r
band's
pockets.
of the Naps.
three calls at villas where they took
pitcher-edito1L6011.70; July 11.6o11.75; Silver boarders. It took more than
Is the other system, where the great
cheek. there
pitcher, Biggest Event of Athletic Year to Be
The life of a
53
her
pocket money and says an eastern statistician, is about
Held at Crystal Palace, London
took the gall of a government wife has
It
how
RIB8.
her husband spends
GRAIN, PORK, LARD,
mule. At the first villa the landlady, doesn't know
About two years more
Program Given.
five years.
1.
Wheat uly 88; who traded at another
Chicago, May
the rest It Is a real distinction and
69
or
umpire
a
a
than
grocery
one would like to know how Mr. Rock
Sept 87
The most notable athletic event of
months longer than the average
grocery which made no pretense of
Corn July 52
efeller would have fared if he had al
Sept. 53
the
stock
Its
year in England will be the amaand
its
up
keeping
prices
Oats July 321-8- ;
his wages Into his wife's fighter.
teur sports carnival in connection
Sept 317-8- .
will
this
down said that her house was full ways pbured
Hartsel
year
figure
Topsy
Pork July $14.95.
Acand she could take no more boarders. lap. London cnronicie.
In the role of utility outfielder If with the coronation festivities.
Lard July $8,701-2- ;
Sept8.121-Harold
would
knee has fully cording to notices received at the ofhave mingled
When
Strunk's
Amos
injured
8.15.
Once Was Enough.
with the guests on the lawn she
recovered. -- Strunk hit for .333 In 16 fices of the Amateur Athletic Union
Ribs July 8.021-2- ;
7.921-- 2
him with so much sus"Did you ever," said one preacher to games with the world's champions in New York the meet will be held
Sept
after
stared
7.95.
under the auspices of the council of
picion In her eyes that he gave np. another, "stand at the door after your last season.
WOOL' MARKET.
At the second place one of the serv- sermon and listen to what people said
Ivan Olsen, the young infielder of the festival of empire. In the Crystal
St. Louis, Mo., May 1. Wool un- ants knew him and asked the
the Naps, may be given the position Palace, London.
price about It as they passed out?"
ne: i am once" a pause of
The program follows: Athletics, 100
changed; territory and western medi- of butter, and at the third two good
Kspuea
captain by Manager McGuire. Olums 1517 cents; fine mediums 13
looking girls giggled at him and sent and a sigh "but 111 never do It sen came from the Portland, Ore., yards, 220 yards, 880 yards, one mile
15; fine 1112.
His afternoon again." Modern Eloquence.
him walking away.
team and Is regarded as a sure fix- and 120 yards, hurdles, swimming, 100
LIVESTOCK.
yards and one mile, lawn tennis, sinhad not been spent in vain, however.
ture on the Cleveland team.
Kansas City, May 1. Cattle Re- He decided that one of the gigglers PRACTICAL TRICK OF TRAMP
Hans
and
Wagner gles wrestling,
Larry Lajole
ceipts 8,000 Including 1,500. Market would fill the bill and straightway
never have had to sit on the bench mlddleweighU, boxing.
steady. Native steers $56.15; south- began laying his plans. He needed Money He Received on Leaving Small and watch any subs play their posiWant Motorcycle Race Circuit.
ern $4.255.75; southern cows and advice from the sage again and he
pox Hospital Is Declined by Res--tions, although they have been In the
taurent Proprietor.
The Federation of American Motorheifers $3.254.75; native cows and got It The grocery was on the point
game for many years. Larry has had
heifers $35.80; stockers and feeders of closing after a successful day's
14 years of it in the big leagues and cyclists has launched a movement for
"I have not come to solicit alms, Hans 13.
a national racing circuit for motor$4.505.65; calves $46.25; western business when the father leaned on
the handle of the broom with which madam," he said to the restaurant
steers $4.505.90; western cows $3
San Francisco wants the world's cyclists. Ridero are enthusiastically
he was sweeping out and said:
5.00.
proprietress; "I have just called to series 'to be played on its home in favor of the plan and hope it
Market
"Perhaps you are pushing trade a make a small purchase, and, at the grounds. 80 do Philadelphia, Boston, means a revival of Interest which will
Hogs
Receipts 10,000.
little too vigorously, my son. Per- same time, to show to you man's In New York, Washington, Brooklyn, make motorcycle racing as popular
10 to 20 lower; Bulk of sales $5.60
the pensive attitude should humanity to man, and what a cold, Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland, Pittsburg as bicycle racing was during the
haps
5.75; heavy $5.606.75; packers and
come
In
here. I caught your mother hard world It Is In which we live. In and Cincinnati. St. Louis is non- period of the L. A. W.'s greatest acbutchers $5.655.80; lights $5.705.85.
v
tivity,
meantime, would you kindly put committal on the subject
Market by It when cheek had failed. She the
Sheep
Receipts 16,000.
' steady to weak. Muttons $3.40 4.40; saw that I was dejected and troubled me up a nice beef sandwich, with
Enlightened.
she came to my relief. Secure 1 plentiful supply of mustard, etc., for
lambs $4.755.75; fed wethers and and
Queer, but Not Unusual.
"Pa," said little Ostend, as he leana woman's sympathy and you have which I will tender the equivalent in
j yearlings $3.75
"His Is a queer case."
5; fed western ewes secured her love. Be
ed out of the window of the smoker,
t
pensive, my coin of the realm?
"How Is that?" '
$3.404,
"why do they put those bulldogs in
"As I was saying thank you,
boy, but at the same time be pre- "He is at home In the saddle"
the baggage car?"
will do admirably tls a
that
"
madam,
22,000.
Market slow and generally Dinauon almost as
"Welir
"On account of their grips, my son,"
good as a bar of coldt cruel world. For Instance, these
"And his wife is in the saddle at responded pa, solemnly, and then the
steady. Beeves $56.45; Texas steers soap and two dozen clothes pins for few. bronze coins, with which I am
train rolled on.
$4.05.50; western steers $4.80 a dime.
about to pay you for my sandwich, home."
6.70; stockers and feeders $45.50;
The giggling young lady, who now represent my worldly goods, and they
ows and heifers $2.405.60; calves
Thankful for That.
occupied Harold's thoughts to the ex- were given with a niggardly hand this
Hard Labor.
94.2506.
clusion of kerosene and molasses was morning on my leaving the smallpox
The First Horse Well, there's one
Hobo Madam, you master misun; Sheep
Receipts estimated at
never
us.
upon
In the habit of riding out every morn- hospital.
put
derstood me. Dls here piece o' meat
Indignity they'll
Market steady. Native $3
"What! Ton won't accept them?
The Second Horse What's that?
ing on her bike. She always took a
alnt what I ast fer.
4.60; western $3.264.60;
Nor
'
never
food
take
the
back? I may take
call Lady Didn't you beg for something
yearling certain road and covered a certain
The First Horse They'll
14,2595.15; lambs', native 14.2506.10; distance.- - On a certain morning she them and got Thank 700, madam; I on us to drag a stalled airship out of to eat?
western $4.756.15.' ,
wish, you a good morning!'' ,
a soggy cloud.
Hobo Xessnnj Not for work. ;
.
JESS
caiR?crosa 4ejrtd-topkln-g
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of all kinds, we are headquarters for fresh vegetables and always
have a large supply of everything the home and other markets afford.

first class

Phone No. 4.

6

DEPARTMENT

loaves

of bread

F. Andrews

for 25 cents

Phone No.4.
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The Giving of Gifts
A HAPPY CUSTOM MORE UNIVERSALLY OBSERVED
EACH YEAR

'

K, SIS
PARTICULARLY SUITED

FOR

THE

OCCASION

We have EXQUISITE DESIGNS in Filigree Crosses-G- old
and
Silver Plain and set with turquoise for chains, brooches,
etc. A NEW LINE OF THE LATEST IN JABOT PINS.
j
Our Store is Filled with Suggestions.
WORTHY

X
Santa Fe, N. M., May 1.
For New Mexico Fair tonight
with local frost in east por- tion.
fair aud
Generally
warmer Tuesday.

Fresh Vegetables

Everything

Standard Sewing Machines, special
price at GOEBELS.
See it Tonight at the Elks'; it all
happens for 10 and 15 cents.
Montezuma Lodge This evening at
8 o'clock, a regular meeting of Montezuma lodge No. 1, A. F. & A. M. will
be held.
Some More of those good pictures
at the Elks' tonight: His Daughter;
The Bad Man's Downfall, and A Stage
Romance.
Meeting Tonight The Santa Fe Automobile Club will meet at 7:30 o'clock
tonight in the office of Dr. J. M. Diaz,
west side of the plaza.
Ladies Quartet The ladies quartet
will sing Saturday night at the University extension course lecture in
Library hall. Dr. E. McQueen Gray
will endeavor to have Miss Egyptlades
a noted singing teacher of Italy, come
here that evening to sing several selections.
Abalia Sabato Dead Amalia Saba-to- ,
old daughter of Mr.
the nine-yea- r
and Mrs. Ramon Sabato, died of pneumonia at her home on Palace avenue
Saturday night. The funeral will take
place at 6 a. in. tomorrow from the
Cathedral. Undertakers Mulligan and
Rising have charge of the arrangements.
Ball Game at College
Grounds
Yesterday afternoon there was a ball
gatne between the Beavers and the
Victors.
The game was practically
although there were many
errors on both sides, it being just the
beginning of the ball season. The
score was 19 to a in favor of the
Beavers. Batteries: Lopez, Clancy.
Anderson and Gatsor;
Garcia
and
Berardinelli.
From 31 to 59 Degrees That, was
the range of temperature yesterday
and the average relative humidity
was 31 per cent. The lowest temperature during last night was 38, and at
I! a.
m. today it was 40. Yesterday
was a clear day, warm and pleasant
in the afternoon and colder with light
frost in the early morning. On Saturday the range of temperature was 35
to 56 degrees and the average relative
humidity was 88 per cent.
Queen of the Carnival The many
friends of Miss Eloisa Delgado will be
pleasedto learn that she was chosen
as queen of the carnival last Saturday
night by the people of Santa Fe. After
the votes had been counted the judges
decided that Miss Delgado was the
winner as she had over 1,200 votes
majority. Miss Lena Baca came next
and Miss Lucy Napoleon was third.
Mayor Arthur Seligman in a few well
chosen remarks presented the diamond ring to iMiss Delgado and told
Ker that he was very much pleased
that the was able to present the ring
to her.
'

YOUR BEST FRIENDS

one-side- d
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SPITZ

Manufacturing
Jeweler.
(2

"Lion Special" Hats
J Challenge them all for style & quality at

s3"
For Sale by
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GROCERY and BAKERY

OUR BAKERY

ROUND
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MONDAY,

sional district, but lost the nomination by one vote.
imAt the time of the Tilden-Haye- s
armed''- - resistance
when
broglio,
against the installation of Hayes in
the Whilte House was seriously con
sidered, and the secret enlistment of
men for that purpose was under way,
An Interesting and Distin- he was nominated as colonel of a regiment. Fortunately, no violence resulted.
guished Character and
Coaling to Philadelphia he did some
Western Pioneer
special writing for the press there,
but accepted the management of the
Bakeries,
ATTORNEY Maryland Steam Biscuit
FATHER BF LOCAL
conducted by Colonel William McWil-HamThese bakeries were' famous
Philadelphia he
Was Associate Editor of New in their day. From
wa3 transferred to Washington, D. C,
York Tribune Under Horace
in a like capacity, but retained this
position mit a short time, entering upGreeley.
on business for himself, and for many
years conducted the most prominent
,
at wasnington, u. c,
store in the west end of that city, at
on
the
J.
who,
Francis
Renehan,
29th,
13th of May, would have completed his the cormer of 19th and R streets. He
seventyfifth year. He left surviving retired from active business in 1890,
him his son, A. B. Renehan, of this owning valuable properties, which
were subsequently consumed
during
city, and Margaret R. Fogarty, a
and the period of his ill health which bedaughter, and Frank Renehan,
Leo Renehan, sons, who resids in gan about that time.
He was a great friend of the InWashington, D. C.
Mr. Renehan's life was eventful. He dians and among the Arapahoea was
was a graduate of Georgetown .Uni- known as the Black Eagle, and earnversity, and an honor man and vale- ed this soubriquet from them because
dictorian of his class. Going to New he was their superior with the bovf
York he was employed as associate and arrpw, and was recognized as one
editor of the New York Tribune unrtlje best pistol and. rifle shots on
der Horace Greeley; later was asso- the western plains.
ciate editor of the Irish American,
While confined in the old Capitol
with Patrick J. Meehan; later was a prison he was the author of a rebel
special correspondent with the New song, which acquired some vogue
Jersey News, and did his last news- among certain branches of the Conpaper work for the Macon, Georgia, federate service. One" verse of It is
as follows:
Telegraph.
Before entering the newspaper busi- "Outside if you drill with a stick for
ness, believing himself afflicted witn
a gun,
tubercular trouble, he came west In You are called a dammed rebel and
1S57, and for a i while was conductor
treated as one,
on the mail routle from Ft. learned to But here you're more free, be it spokSanta Fe, but subsequently becane
en or sung,
chief of commissary,, stores .at. Ft There are locks on the doors, but no
ot
outbreak
the warj
Larned. On the
locks on the tongue;"
he returned to Washington for the
"Sing tural, li, yural, li, yural, ay aye,
purpose of enlisting in the southern
etc."
army, but on account of the patrol
He stood over six feet tall in his
found it difficult to join the army of
stocking feet, his hair was black as
Virginia, which was his object. Final- j the raven's wing, and until later years
ly, being a great swimmer, he under-- ! lie was accustomed to wear it lon,f.
took to swim from Washington, D. C,
It was from the color and length of
to Alexandria, Virginia,
across thej
his hair that the Arapahoes gave him
'
mid-Potomac, but was captured in
stream by- Major Key, for whom ever the name "The Black Eagle."
He was a poet of superior merit, a
afterwards he had a hearty- dislike,
of vigorous prose, an orator of
and was confined for three years in writer
force
and
passion, and a man of high
the Old Capitol Prison at Washington,
as a rebel sympathizer, from whicS ideals in support of which he was pug
nacious at the drop of a hat. But, in
place of detention he was liberated
the language of Macauley, speaking
which
did
the
he
upon taking
parole
in 'consequence of the undermining of of Irishmen, and the children of Irish
men generally, he possessed "those
his health by long confinement.
At the close of the war he becams qualities which make men interesting
.Mr. A. B.
prominent as a Fenian, becoming sec-- ; rather than successful."
an
oil
of his
has
Renehan
!
painting
Brother-of
of
Fenian
state
the
retary
Leavenworth,
hood, which was modeled on the order father painted, at Ft.
of this republic, participating in. the then known as Freeport Landing, in
.
abortive invasion of Canada, either' 1859.
f
His father was Martin Renehan, faactively or as director of military!
mous in his day as a wit at the nation
movements.
his
Returning to New York, he became al capital, numbering among
active in politics, and was always a friends Daniel Webster, Henry Clay
sincere, militant and, vigorous Demo- - and practically all of the notabilities
crat. He was a member of Tammany of his time. Some of his bon mots
Hall, and a candidate for the congres- are recorded in Major Jone's Travels.
sional nomination from his congres He was the door keener of the pri

DEATH

OF

F.J.

EE
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vate office of the presidents during
the terms of Andrew Jackson, Martin
Van Buren, William Henry Harrison,
John Tyler, James K. Polk, Zachary
Taylor, Millard Fillmore,
Franklin
Pierce, James Buchanan and for one
month under Abraham Lincoln, and
enjoyed the personal friendship of all
of these statesmen.
In later years
John Tyler, the son of the president,
when his own fortunes had been sha;
tered and dissipated, found a refuge
at the house of Martin Renehan.
He used to tell a very interesting
story concerning Andrew Jackson, at
the time when the national bank question was stirring the people to the
core. It seems that Jackson had re
ceived word that a delegation of bank-

CELEBRATED JOURNALIST
BELIEVED TO BE INSANE.

St

Founder of Washington Post,
Louis Times and Promoter of
Linotype.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, May 1. A petition to
have adjudged insane Stimson
founder of the St. Louis Times,
Washington Post, Washington Times
and once prominently connected with
the Des Moines, Iowa, State Journal,
Dubuque Herald, and St. Louis Dispatch, was granted here today, the
writ being returnable on May 4. Mr.
and
Hutchins is a
Hut-chin-

e

was an organizer and chief promoter
of the Mergenthaler linotype.

ers from New York and New England
intended to visit him with the view of
changing his mind upon the subject.
WANTED Position as cn"amuer-maiJackson cautioned Mr. Renehan not to
by reliable party. Address by
When
leave the room
they came.
letter M. M. S. care New Mexican
They arrived, and were admitted to
the office, wherein Jackson sat in
front of an open fire, poking the em
3f
bers with a poker, with his back to
Guadalupe Church Bazaar.
the visitors. Later he arose, entered
Tomorrow evening at five
upon a violent tirade, cursing and
o'clock, the bazaar of Guada-swearing, pacing the floor and swinglupe church will open in the
ing his arms in the attitude, of one
beside himself. One by one the bank-- " X- Assembly room of the Public
Library. The ladies of the
ers backed out of the room, and when
church have worked hard to
all had gone the President turned to
make this a success. ' Beauti-Mr. Renehan and said: "Martin, that
ful
damned
to
fancy ware has been pre- rid
of
is the .way
the
get
rascals."
pared; there will be a country
store and other features worth
while the admission of 10 cents
Modern Woodmen Attention.,
that will be charged. The pro-I- k
Special meeting is called for Tues
ceeds will go for the benefit of
day evening, May 2d, for class adoption. All members urged to be presimproving and beautifying the
church property.
ent to meet delegates to state camp.
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul.
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, "This is the season that most women begin to think of
'touchingup' and redecorating the house. A change here
or there does much toward making things look like new.

j
j

j

i

j

will find just the things you want and
afford to oav. We have paints, varnishes.
oils, stains, and can offer you many valuable suggestions along
this line.
Please feel perfectly free to come in and look around
whether you purchase anything or hot.
Alabastine, the beautiful wall coating for interior deco
rating is sold and recommended by us.
Pomp in and look over the new Alabastine wall and

At this pleasant store you

;

ceiling designs.

Santae

tSrfJyJl

'

Hardware

Can't Make

Don't Pay For a Name

A Woman's Shoe Fit
Shoe with a fancy, copyrighted name
can't fit a foot any better or fit any more
feet than if it were only known by the
good old English word of "Shoe."
Many women buy Shoes that don't-- f
the sake of wearing a Shoe with a
fancy name.
A

it-f- or

There's Nothing In It
OUR SHOES

at $2.50, $3.00, $3.50 or

$4.00 possess all the beauty, grace,
elegance, and style a woman can get
,

in a Shoe.

i

We've a size, width and shape for
every woman's foot, and we say: Bring
back your shoes, if they disappoint you
in any way.
J

&

Supply Co.

Wholesale and Retail

THE BIG STORE
A Name

MAY 1, 1911.

